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1.0 Introduction 
 
The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) and the Lahontan Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (Lahontan Water Board) (Lead Agencies) released the Notice of 
Preparation (NOP; Attachment 1) of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 
Tahoe Keys Aquatic Weed Control Methods Test (CMT) on June 17, 2019. In 
conjunction with the NOP release, and with the Tahoe Keys Stakeholder Committee, the 
Lead Agencies launched a comprehensive public engagement process that ran from June-
August 2019. This outreach included a wide range of public meetings and activities that 
were held to encourage feedback on the proposed project description and scope of 
environmental analysis while also guiding the formulation of project alternatives. This 
Scoping Report incorporates key information provided in the NOP, summarizes the Lead 
Agencies’ scoping activities as well as public response to the project, summarizes 
comments received, and attaches a comment matrix quoting the comments received and 
indicating where in the EIR/EIS or the CEQA/TRPA process they will be addressed.  
 
2.0 Background Provided in the NOP 
In response to the need to control the abundant growth of non-native and nuisance aquatic 
weeds, the Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association (TKPOA) developed the Tahoe 
Keys Lagoons Aquatic Weeds Control Methods Test (CMT). The CMT will test various 
control methods of weed control in the Tahoe Keys Lagoons. Methods are identified as: 
 

• Group A- treatment methods that are full alternatives. They use herbicidal and 
non-herbicidal treatments at a large scale to achieve extensive reduction in target 
aquatic weeds (targeting at least 75% reduction), and; 

• Group B- treatment methods that are proven non-herbicidal maintenance 
treatments that are applied locally to follow up Group A treatments and control 
residual target aquatic weeds. 

 
The CMT was designed using best available science and Integrated Pest Management 
Principles with significant input from the Tahoe Keys Stakeholder Committee. The 
Stakeholder Committee was created to ensure a collaborative and transparent 
environmental review process, and to ensure that a broad range of options was considered 
in the development of the CMT. The CMT is designed to learn more about the efficacy 
and potential impacts of new AIS control technologies and the potential use of herbicides 
in the Tahoe Keys lagoons.  
 
TKPOA is proposing the CMT to test control methods of three target aquatic weeds: 
Eurasian watermilfoil, curly-leaf pondweed, and coontail. The target aquatic weeds have 
adversely affected the water quality and ecosystem of the Tahoe Keys lagoons, created 
optimum habitat for non-native fisheries, and adversely impacted beneficial uses of the 
waters of the Tahoe Keys lagoons which are: municipal and domestic water supply, 
groundwater recharge, freshwater replenishment, water-contact recreation, non-water 
contact recreation, navigation, commercial and sport fishing, cold freshwater habitat, 
wildlife habitat, preservation of biological habitats of special significance, migration of 
aquatic organisms, spawning, reproduction and development of fish and wildlife, 
preservation of rare and endangered species, water quality enhancement and flood peak 
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attenuation/flood water storage. A transparent and efficient regulatory and public review 
process is necessary so that a range of integrated control methods can be tested for their 
safety, efficacy, compatibility, and utility in controlling target weed infestations to inform 
long-term management options in the Tahoe Keys. Implementing long-term management 
options will aim to prevent irreversible infestations in the greater Lake Tahoe ecosystem.  
 
TKPOA is seeking an exemption to the Water Quality Control Plan for the Lahontan 
Region (Basin Plan) prohibition of the use of aquatic pesticides and approval from TRPA 
to test aquatic herbicides as a potential AIS control tool. The specific requirements that 
were followed can be found in the Basin Plan, Chapter 4.1, Waste Discharge Prohibitions 
– Exemption Criteria for Controlling AIS and Other Harmful Species, for Projects That 
Are Neither Emergencies Nor Time Sensitive.  
 
TKPOA initially applied to TRPA and the Lahontan Water Board for a similar test that 
was reviewed under a TRPA Initial Environmental Checklist and an Initial Study under 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). That review identified “Data 
Insufficiencies” and “Potentially Significant Impacts”. As such, TRPA determined that 
the proposed project may have a significant effect on the environment and an 
Environmental Impact Statement shall be prepared (April 2018). That decision initiated 
this new jointly developed CMT.  
 

2.1 History & Context 
 
In the 1980s and 1990s, the invasive weed Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum 
spicatum) became established in the Tahoe Keys lagoons and other areas around Lake 
Tahoe. As of 2012, 18 infestation sites were known with the possibility of more that were 
not surveyed (Wittmann and Chandra 2015). Then, in 2003, curlyleaf pondweed 
(Potamogeton crispus) was first discovered in Lake Tahoe. Currently, curlyleaf 
pondweed is limited to the south and southeastern shores of Lake Tahoe with infestations 
observed from Taylor Creek to Lakeside Marina (Wittmann and Chandra 2015, LTSLT 
2016). Newer infestations were also recently found as far north as Elk Point Marina 
(Anderson 2016, pers. communication) on the Nevada side of Lake Tahoe. Coontail 
(Ceratophyllum demersum) is classified as a native plant to California, but in recent years 
has grown in abundance in the Lake Tahoe region, specifically in the lagoons. Coontail 
has heavily infested the deeper channels of all the lagoons, most abundantly in the 
Marina Lagoon and Lake Tallac Lagoon, where it comprises over 70% percent of the 
aquatic plant matter (TKPOA 2016a).  
 
The two invasive, non-native aquatic weed populations in the Tahoe Keys lagoons have 
been growing rapidly. Recent aquatic plant surveys (2014, 2015, 2016, 2017) show the 
extent and density of excessive plant growth in the lagoons. In recent years, 85% to 90% 
of the available wetted surface in the lagoons has been infested with target aquatic weeds 
with a large majority being the non-native invasive species. Of particular concern is the 
recent rapid growth and spread of curlyleaf pondweed, which has the potential to not only 
infest significantly more of Lake Tahoe’s aquatic habitat than Eurasian watermilfoil, but 
can also be more difficult to control due to the large number and dispersal capacity of its 
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asexual turions, which are produced in mid to late summer (Woolf and Madsen 2003, 
Wittmann et al. 2015, Xie and Yu 2011). Turions are overwintering buds that become 
detached and spread throughout the waterway and have the potential to remain dormant 
at the bottom of the water for several years. Curlyleaf pondweed is also capable of 
growing in deeper, colder waters, which may potentially be more detrimental to Lake 
Tahoe if allowed to spread unchecked.  
 
Seasonal harvesting has been the main weed control practice in the Tahoe Keys lagoons 
since the mid- 1980s. Continual harvesting throughout the summer months works to keep 
the lagoons navigable by boat, however, harvesting operations do not, overall, reduce 
aquatic weed biomass. Harvesting may actually aid in aquatic weed population growth 
(Crowell et al. 1994, TKPOA 2015). The expansion and excessive aquatic weed growth 
in the lagoons is due to several environmental conditions including abundant nutrient 
availability, relative warm, stagnant and shallow waters with sufficient light for weed 
growth. The target aquatic weeds introduced to the lagoons have found these to be ideal 
habitat conditions for prolific growth. 
  
In response to the growing AIS problem in the Tahoe Keys lagoons and the goal to limit 
non-point sources of pollution, the Lahontan Water Board issued Waste Discharge 
Requirements to TKPOA on July 14, 2014. As part of these requirements, TKPOA was 
tasked with developing two planning documents. 1) A Non-Point Source Water Quality 
Management Plan (NPS Plan) to address potential land-based sources of nutrients (not 
part of this application) and (2) an Integrated Management Plan (IMP) to address the 
growth of target aquatic weeds. The purpose of the IMP is to optimize management 
effects on controlling target aquatic weeds by incorporating a suite of feasible and proven 
control methods that can be tailored to fit site constraints, infestation size, and urgency of 
control. TKPOA’s exemption application addresses, in part, long-term implementation of 
the IMP.  
 
The only control methods that can currently be used in the TKPOA IMP are non-
chemical control in nature. At the time of the NOP, these methods consist primarily of 
weed harvesting and bottom barriers. However, due to the size, density, and dominance 
of the infestation, these control methods have been shown to produce limited results. In 
addition, the current primary control method, harvesting, results in the production of 
large quantities of weed fragments (TKPOA 2014). Without proper controls, these 
fragments may be transported by wind, aquatic animals, and boat traffic within the 
lagoons and into Lake Tahoe, thus contributing viable weed fragments and turions that 
can become established and create new populations in nearshore habitats and marinas. 
 

2.2 Project Purpose, Need, & Objectives 
 

Purpose: Tahoe Regional Planning Agency: To preserve and protect natural resources 
throughout the Tahoe Basin, including water quality. 

 
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Water Board: To preserve, 
protect, and restore water quality in the Lahontan region. 
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Need: Tahoe Regional Planning Agency: Manage and control aquatic invasive 
species to achieve compliance with the environmental threshold carrying 
capacities (thresholds) established to set environmental standards for the 
Lake Tahoe basin. 

 
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Water Board: To control AIS and 
nuisance plants to prevent future threats to long-term water quality within 
the context of aquatic weeds. Additionally, to uphold and maintain the 
beneficial uses and water quality objectives specified in the Lahontan Basin 
Plan. Beneficial uses designated by LRWQCB include: Cold Freshwater 
Habitat, Navigation, Water Contact Recreation, and Non-contact Water 
Recreation. 
 

2.3 Goals & Performance Measures 
 
The Project Description attached to the published NOP (Attachment 1) stated the 
following Project Goals and Preformation Measures. NOTE: These may be subject to 
change as the project progresses. 
 

2.3.1 Project Goals 
 
Test a range of large-scale, localized and long-term target aquatic weed control methods 
to determine what combination of methods within the test areas will:  
 

1. Reduce target aquatic weed infestations as much and as soon as feasible to help 
protect Lake Tahoe.  

2. Bring target aquatic weed infestations to a manageable level.  
3. Improve the water quality of the Tahoe Keys lagoons.  
4. Improve navigation and recreational use and enhance aesthetic values.  
5. Reduce the potential for target aquatic weed re-infestations after initial treatment.  

 
While not a specific goal, it is anticipated that invasive fish species populations will 
decrease with any measurable decreases in target aquatic weed populations, as the 
existing conditions in the Tahoe Keys provides such habitat.  
 

2.3.2 Performance Measures  
 
Project effectiveness will be evaluated based on the following performance criteria: 
 
1. Determine the effect on water quality in the Tahoe Keys lagoons through 

monitoring.  
2. Achieve and maintain at least a 75% reduction of target aquatic weed biomass in 

test locations from baseline (invasive weed biomass from hydroacoustic scans in 
summer of 2019).  

3. Achieve and maintain a minimum three feet of vessel hull clearance within 
navigation channels year-round to maintain beneficial uses and prevent weed 
fragment generation and dispersal.  
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The performance measure to reduce target aquatic weed biomass by at least 75% reflects 
prior studies on the efficacy of some Group A methods (Anderson 2017). In addition, 
reducing target aquatic weed biomass by at least 75% presents the most realistic 
probability for long-term target aquatic weed control that minimizes the need for repeated 
long-term use of Group A treatment methods. It is also anticipated that a 75% reduction 
in biomass would be required to achieve and maintain three feet of vessel hull clearance. 
With a 75% reduction in target aquatic weed biomass, competition for space, light, and 
nutrients is expected to be sufficiently reduced such that native aquatic habitat may be re-
established. Group B methods will be used as a follow-up to Group A methods in 
subsequent years.  
 
3.0 Stakeholder Outreach 
 
From the onset of the development of the proposed project, the lead agencies and 
TKPOA agreed to pursue a robust collaborative stakeholder process to inform and guide 
the development of the project and the environmental review process. In August 2018, 
TRPA hired Zephyr Collaboration to serve as third-party neutral facilitators to design and 
implement the collaborative process. As a first step, an assessment of stakeholder 
interests, concerns and questions was completed by Zephyr Collaboration in October 
2018. The Stakeholder Assessment Report (Attachment 2) summarized various 
stakeholder interests and perspectives, and included recommendations for a collaborative, 
transparent, inclusive stakeholder process to inform the Environmental Impact 
Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS).   
 
Based on recommendations made in the Stakeholder Assessment, the Tahoe Keys 
Stakeholder Committee and the Tahoe Keys Stakeholder Consultation Circle was formed.  
 
The Stakeholder Committee consisted of the following agencies and organizations:  
 

• Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board (listening & advisory role) 
• League to Save Lake Tahoe 
• Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association 
• Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 
• Tahoe Resource Conservation District 
• Tahoe Water Suppliers Association 

 
The Stakeholder Consultation Circle consisted of the following agencies and 
organizations: 
 

• California Attorney General’s Office 
• California Department of Fish & Wildlife 
• California State Lands Commission 
• California Tahoe Conservancy 
• City of South Lake Tahoe 
• Key Concerned Citizens 

https://tahoekeysweeds.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Tahoe-Keys-AIS-Assessment-Zephyr-Collaboration-Oct-2018-Final-copy.pdf
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• Lake Tahoe AIS Coordinating Committee 
• Lake Tahoe Marina Association 
• Lakeside Park Association 
• Local Native American Tribes 
• Nevada Department of Environmental Protection 
• Nevada Tahoe Conservation District 
• North Lake Tahoe Resort Association 
• Sierra Club 
• Southshore Tahoe Chamber 
• Tahoe Keys Beach and Harbor Association 
• Tahoe Lakefront Homeowners Association 
• Tahoe Fund 
• Tahoe Interagency Executive Steering Committee 
• U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 

 
Zephyr Collaboration worked with the Stakeholder Committee to design a project 
website to host all project information: www.tahoekeysweeds.org which was launched in 
June 2019. The NOP, public workshop announcements, and full project background 
information is all posted on the project website.    
 

3.1  Scoping Process 
 
The NOP was issued June 17, 2019, inviting public comment on the proposed project, with a 45-
day scoping period beginning on the date of issue and closing on August 2, 2019. Generally, the 
following scoping schedule was followed: 
 

Date Activity 
June 5, 2019 Public Website Launch; Public Workshops Announced 
June 17, 2019:  Official Scoping 
Begins 

Release of NOP 

June 25, 2019  Lahontan Water Board CEQA Scoping Meeting and 
Public Workshop 1 in South Shore 

June 26, 2019 TRPA Governing Board Public Hearing 
June 27, 2019 Stakeholder Consultation Circle (SCC) Meeting  
July 16, 2019 Public Workshop 2 North Shore 
July 17, 2019 Responsible Agencies must respond to the NOP; 

providing the Lead Agency with specific detail about the 
scope and content of the environmental information 
related to the Responsible Agency's area of statutory 
responsibility within 30 days after receiving the Notice of 
Preparation. 

July 24, 2019 TRPA Governing Board Field Trip and Public Hearing 
August 2, 2019: Official Scoping 
Ends 

Close of scoping period; all comments due 

  
September 3, 2019 TRC to provide a draft Scoping Report to the Lead 

Agencies for Review and approval. 

http://www.tahoekeysweeds.org/
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September 17, 2019 Lead Agency comments on draft Scoping Report due to 
TRC 

October 1, 2019 Final Scoping Report delivered by TRC to Lead 
Agencies. 

 
The NOP included a reference to the TRPA Initial Environmental Checklist/CEQA Initial Study 
that had been prepared in 2017-2018 leading to the decision to prepare an EIR/EIS. This 
document is available for review between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through 
Friday (except Tuesday), at the TRPA office, 128 Market Street, Stateline, NV.  
 

3.2 NOP Distribution 
 
In addition to being posted on the aforementioned website, the NOP was sent to a public and 
agency mailing list consisting of public utilities districts, tribes, state departments of 
environmental protection and natural resources, and non-governmental organizations (Attachment 
3). The mailing lists were developed by the Lead Agencies and the Tahoe Keys Stakeholder 
Committee. The Lead Agencies also notified potentially affected or interested entities and 
agencies about the scoping process through the following announcements: 

• Posted Notice of Public Hearing in Tahoe World, published on May 31, 2019 
(Attachment 4) 

• Posted Notice of Public Hearing in the Tahoe Daily Tribune, published on May 31, 2019 
(Attachment 5) 

• TRPA posted the Governing Board Agenda items/notice of public hearing one week in 
advance on the TRPA website: www.trpa.org 

• TRPA posted public workshop dates and locations on TRPA website, Facebook page, 
and Instagram profile 

• TRPA distributed project postcards with link to project website at front counter and other 
public meetings, as appropriate (Attachment 6) 

• NOP Notice mailed by Lahontan Water Board to El Dorado County Clerk – June 17, 
2019 

• NOP Notice Emailed by Lahontan Water Board to interested parties list on June 17, 2019 
• Notice of Upcoming Scoping Meetings sent by Lahontan Water Board to interested 

parties on 6/13/19 via Lahontan WB Lyris Email subscription list for 
'reg6_tahoe_keys_restoration’ 

• Posted Notice of Public Hearings/Scoping Meetings in the Sierra Sun, published on June 
7, 2019, June 21, 2019, July 5, 2019, July 12, 2019 (Attachment 6) 

• NOP Notice mailed by Lahontan Water Board to/ State Clearing house on June 17, 2019 
• State Clearinghouse transmittal of NOP to reviewing agencies on June 18, 2019 

 
Submission of comments was invited electronically throughout the scoping period via email 
address (tahoekeysweeds@trpa.org) provided by the lead agencies, as well as by mail or hand-
delivery to a TRPA address. A comment form was provided at all scoping events (Attachment 7). 
 

3.3 Tribal Notification and Consultation 
 
Lahontan Water Board staff have provided AB52 notification of the Project proposal to 
United Auburn Indian Community (October 17, 2017 and December 13, 2018) Wilton 

http://www.trpa.org/
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Rancheria (December 13, 2018) and non-AB52 notification to the Pyramid Lake Paiute 
Tribe (December 13, 2018) and Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California (January 9, 2018 
and December 13, 2018). The United Auburn Indian Community was the only tribe to 
respond to the tribal consultation notice and requested mitigation measures for the 
inadvertent discovery of Tribal Cultural Resources including a worker tribal cultural 
resources awareness training program for all personnel involved in the Project. These 
measures are being incorporated into the final Mitigation Monitoring Plan for the Project. 
Tribal consultations were completed in June 2019. 
 

3.4 Scoping Meetings 
 
The NOP announced scoping meetings to be held by TRPA and the Lahontan Water Board and 
public scoping workshops as given below: 
 

• Lahontan Water Board CEQA Scoping Meeting: June 25, 2019: Lahontan Water 
Board Annex, 971 Silver Dollar Avenue, South Lake Tahoe, CA  
 

• TRPA Governing Board Scoping Meeting: June 26, 2019: Tahoe Regional 
Planning Agency 128 Market Street, Stateline, NV  

 
• South Lake Public Workshop: June 25, 2019: Lahontan Water Board Annex, 971 

Silver Dollar Avenue, So. Lake Tahoe, CA  
 

• North Shore Public Workshop 2: July 16, 2019: North Tahoe Event Center, 8318 
North Lake Blvd. Kings Beach, CA 

 
During scoping meetings and workshops, the public and agencies were requested to comment on 
issues, impacts and alternatives that should be evaluated in the EIR/EIS. Attendees of these 
meetings were provided with: 
 

• A presentation and overview of the proposed project; 
• An outline of the environmental review process including the schedule;  
• A discussion of the resources and potential impacts to be evaluated in the EIR/EIS;  
• A discussion of potential alternatives to the proposed action including the no action 

alternative; 
• A presentation on opportunities for public engagement including the activities of the 

Tahoe Keys Stakeholder Committee and the Stakeholder Consultation Circle    
 
At the end of the public workshop presentations, the lead agencies opened the floor for public 
comment and hosted more opportunity for questions and comments in an “open house” format.  
Staff from the lead agencies, Zephyr Collaboration, and TRC were available during the open 
house to receive comments and questions from the public. A total of 36 people signed in to the 
two scoping meetings, during which, 5 written and 81 verbal comments/questions were collected. 
 
4.0 Summary of Comments Received 
 
Scoping comments were collected in one of two ways: 
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• Written comments: Comments submitted in writing, either by comment form in public 

workshops, or through the project website, were recorded and catalogued verbatim, as 
they were received.  

 
• Verbal comments: Comments submitted through discussions in public workshops, were 

recorded on flip charts by the Zephyr Collaboration team, summarized generally and 
catalogued.  

 
A total of 316 individual scoping comments were received from 44 commenters, many including 
more than one comment. Table 1 identifies the comment sources and the comment categories 
addressed by each. These included 4 commenters who used the scoping Comment Forms and 40 
who submitted email letters or messages. In addition, 44 verbal comments were recorded from 26 
attendees at the June public workshop , and 37 verbal comments were recorded from the 10 
attendees at the July public workshop, and 26 verbal comments were recorded from the 
Stakeholder Consultation Circle  (SCC) Meeting.  
 
Table 1. Number and source of comments received during the scoping period. 
  

Number of 
Commenters 

Number of Comments 

Source  Individual Flipchart/Group 
Email 

 
40 204  

June Public 
Workshop 

3 4 44 

July Public 
Workshop  

1 1 37 

SCC Meeting 
 

Governors Board 
Meetings 

 

 
 
 

2 

 
 
 

2 

26 

Total 44 211 107 
  318 

   
In the NOP, the following potential environmental issue areas were identified to be addressed in 
the EIS/EIR. 
 

Hydrology and Water Quality   
Biological Resources  
Human Health  
Hazards and Hazardous Materials  
Recreation  

Geology and Soils  
Land Use and Planning  
Public Services  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions  
Global Climate Change  
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All substantive comments received were compiled and entered into an Excel spreadsheet that was 
used to prepare this scoping report (Attachment 8). The spreadsheet groups comments into major 
categories and themes (columns A and B). It indicates some comments were cross-referenced into 
more than one category and theme, resulting in the total count for all entries being greater than 
the raw number of comments. Major classifications are shown, by the number of comments 
received, in Figure 1. The spreadsheet also uses color-coding to indicate where each comment 
will be considered or addressed in the EIR/EIS and the CEQA/TRPA process. The summary 
below includes all resource areas identified in the NOP, even if no comments were received. The 
number of comments received is indicated in parentheses following each resource header, and 
additional categories of comments received are added to the summary list below: 
 

• Alternatives – Chemical Alternatives/Herbicides (58) 
• Alternatives – Non-Chemical Alternatives (77) 
• Alternatives – Proposed Elements of Alternatives (9) 
• Alternatives – Proposed Tahoe Keys Modifications (36) 
• Alternatives Analysis/Test Protocol (88) 
• Anti-Degradation Analysis/Test Analysis (69) 
• Aquatic Weeds Management (10) 
• Background Information (12) 
• Biology/Ecology (21) 
• Boating (16) 
• Cost/Cost Impacts, Socioeconomics, Financial (11, 2, 13) 
• Cumulative & Long-Term Impacts (1) 
• Cyanobacteria (12) 
• General Opposition or Support (6) 
• History (4) 
• Hydrology (1) 
• Independent Experts and Peer Review (10) 
• Indirect Effects (1) 
• Jurisdiction (3) 
• Mitigation (3) 
• No Action Alternative/Risk to Lake Tahoe (5) 
• Planning History (7) 
• Project Goals and Objectives (1) 
• Protection (4) 
• Public Outreach and Stakeholder Process (5) 
• Recreation (7) 
• Regulatory (19) 
• Risk Assessment (2) 
• Trash (1) 
• Water Circulation (7) 
• Water Quality (20) 
• Water Supply (10) 

 
This summary does not address comments that were not pertinent to the EIR/EIS and the project 
purpose and need, comments advocating actions contrary to current law and regulation, 
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comments expressing general support or opposition, or purely informational exchanges. 
Comments addressing project scope, alternatives, and expanded operations are included.  
 

 
Figure 1. Comment classifications by number of comments received during the scoping period. Note: only 
classifications with five (5) or more comment are displayed. The following classifications received fewer 
than 5 comments: history, protection, jurisdiction, mitigation, risk assessment, cumulative & longterm 
effects, hydrology, indirect effect, project goals & objectives, and trash. More information about the 
comments within these categories can be found in the comment spreadsheet (Attachment 8). 
 
The comment summary below (Table 2) combines the sorting of comments both by theme and 
category, and briefly highlights the primary points made in the comments received.  
 
Table 2. Summary of comments received during the scoping period.  
Comment Classification Comment Subject(s) 
Alternatives  
Chemical Alternatives/Herbicides Chemical weed control and anti-degradation analysis 
 Background information on chemical treatments 
 Objections to use and rational for use (cost) 
 Regulatory requirements 
 Need for chemical alternatives in CMT 
 Need for independent expert support 
 
 

Better distribution of chemical hazard information 
 

Non-Chemical Alternatives  Non-chemical method suggestions and use in CMT 
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 Modification of Tahoe Keys 
 Regulatory requirements 
 
 

More analysis of non-chemical methods 

Proposed Elements of Alternatives Weed rollers attached to dock pilings 
 UV light 
 Bottom barriers 
 Use of volunteer divers 
 Manage lake level 
 Laminar Flow Aeration (LFA) 
 Enzymes combined with LFA 
 
 

Channel deepening for LFA 

Proposed Modifications to Tahoe 
Keys Lagoons 

Dewater and dredge 
Fill lagoons 

 Replace lagoon substrate with different substrate 
 Deploy barriers between lagoons and marina/lake 
 Install temporary inflatable dam during CMT 
 Eliminate areas with highest temperature and stagnation 
 Eliminate areas with greatest weed density 
 Restore entire or portions of lagoons to wetland marsh 
 
 

Acquire waterways through eminent domain  

Alternative Analysis/Test Protocol Assess adequate range of alternatives/combinations 
 Reinfestation risk/need for perpetual treatment  
 Long-term weed control after dieback and follow-up survey 

protocol 
 Conduct cumulative effect analysis (CEQA) 
 Origin of weeds 
 Explain 75% knockback goal and specific success criteria 
 Further define Group A vs. B methods  
 Objection against mechanical harvesters 
 CMT scale, site spacing and size, methodology, and timeline 
 Herbicide utilization, selections, combinations, concentrations, 

frequency, and duration 
 UV light applicability and utility 
 Adaptive management programs 
 Alternative treatments bear bulkhead channel 
 Perform/define control work over summer 
 Removal of biomass after treatment 
 Boat backup stations and vessel restrictions 
 Public/property owner access restriction 
  
Antidegradation and Test Analysis Relationship between treatment success and long-term 

management 
 Include active herbicide and breakdown products 
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 Time thresholds and chemical persistence 
 Fragment dispersion 
 Literature and case-study review of CMT components 
 Chemical adaptation/resistance and weed hybridization 
 Analyze follow-up Group B maintenance methods 
 Include storm drains and urban and residential runoff 

 
Aquatic Weeds Management  Historic fish assemblage and algae control 
 Utilize ecological principles and science to create long-term AIS 

plan 
 Include community support actions 

 
Background Information Herbicide fate/transport 
 Surfactants and adjuvants 
 Health effects 
 Lake Tahoe quality and value 
 
 

Regulatory process 

Biology/Ecology Fish management and historic ecology 
 Turion treatment/control 
 Temperature effects on weed growth 
 Existing ecology of native plants/animals and effects of CMT  
 Aquatic weed invasion ecology 
 Biological survey/inventory 
 Future ecology of Lake Tahoe and Tahoe Keys 
 Non-target species effects and biomass die-off 
 
 

Bioaccumulation potential  

Boating Manage/eliminate boat travel or create new access points 
 Changes Keys to navigation channel entrance 
 Impacts of native plant recovery to vessel hull clearance  
 Boat inspections, back up station, clean/spray for weed control 
 Maintaining open water increases need for management 
 Low prioritization of boat recreation  

 
Cost & Cost Impacts/ 
Socioeconomics/Financial 

Compensation payments to property owners who lose access 
Costs of alternative control methods 

 Threshold of cost infeasibility 
 Cost responsibility (TKPOA), practicality, and allocations 
 
 

Economic effects and considerations for the Lake 

Cumulative and Long-Term Impacts Direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts/effects analysis 
 

Cyanobacteria Suggested background information and experts 
 Associated risks to lake and human health 
 Effects of herbicides and alternatives on HABs 
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 Reduction measures and goals 
  
General Opposition or Support Various levels of opposition or support to CMT and Lead Agencies 
  
History Historical context of weeds and management 
 Activities undertaken by City of South Lake Tahoe 
  
Hydrology Delineation of flow between Lake and Keys 
  
Independent Experts & Peer Review, 
Independent Citizen Review 

Utility of independent experts and citizens to review results 
Tahoe Science Advisory Committee involvement 

  
Indirect Effects Necessity of official indirect effects analysis 
  
Jurisdiction CA State Land Commission jurisdiction over navigation channel 

on bed of Lake Tahoe (leased) 
 City of Lake Tahoe does not claim jurisdiction 
  
Mitigation Mitigation strategy and plan 
 CDFW requirements 
 Fragment control  
  
No Action Alternative/Risk to Lake 
Tahoe 

Full risk analysis of threats and effects to entire lake if no action is 
taken 

  
Planning History Can process expedite long-term management planning 

City corrected records 
 Environment if Keys were never constructed 
  
Project Goals and Objectives Include HAB and other nuisance algal species reduction 
  
Protection Prioritize protection of entire Lake 
 Outstanding National Resource Water requirements 
 Precautionary Principle and lack of certainty 
  
Public Outreach & Stakeholder 
Process 

Meeting and documentation notifications 
Better outreach campaigns 

 Responsiveness 
  
Recreation All forms of recreations should be considered 
 Marshland could offer additional opportunities 
 Exclude recreation as beneficial use of Lake 
  
Regulatory Legality of testing aquatic herbicides 
 Exemption criteria and precedent for exemptions 
 Regulator responsibility 
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 Low water treatment permitting 
 Previous/current regulatory violations (e.g., CWA Section 10, 

BMPs, Basin Plan) 
 WDRs for Keys and Marina, NPDES for Keys 
 Flood-Associated Beneficial Use and Minor Wetland 

Classifications 
  
Trash Capture trash from properties and boats 
  
Water Circulation Measures for water circulation 
 Use of existing circulation plant 
 Sprayers, fountains, and sprinklers as treatment 
 Filters on pipes discharging into Lake 
  
Water Quality Weed problem is rooted in physical, chemical, and biological 

conditions of lagoons 
 Water quality monitoring and improvement methods 
 Effects of water quality and system on analysis 
  
Water Supply  Effects of herbicides/alternatives to wells and drinking water 
 Prioritization of drinking water over other uses 
 Water company ability to withdraw from Lake 

 
5.0 How Comments will be Used in the EIR/EIS 
 
The EIR/EIS will evaluate potential adverse environmental impacts, alternatives to the proposed 
action (including a No Action Alternative) and potential mitigation that could avoid or reduce 
potentially significant impacts. 
 
Public and agency comments are instrumental in determining the issues, range of alternatives, and 
environmental scope of the EIR/EIS. The comments and issues listed above will be addressed in 
the EIR/EIS. 
 
Where more than one comment addressed the same substantive issue, they are considered as one. 
Comments not directly related to the EIR/EIS, are noted but may not require that a specific 
environmental issue be addressed. 
 
 
6.0 Project Description & Alternatives 
 
At the time of the NOP, the proposed project and alternatives were presented as they 
appear below. Based on input received during the scoping process, the Lead Agencies 
and stakeholder committee continue to refine the project description and develop the 
corresponding alternatives.  
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6.1 Proposed Project 
 
Recognizing the environmental review and stakeholder processes for the CMT will guide the 
ultimate composition of the CMT, the following section describes a generalized test program that 
TKPOA proposes to demonstrate the safety, efficacy, compatibility, and utility of methods to 
control three target aquatic weeds: Eurasian watermilfoil, curlyleaf pondweed, and coontail. The 
CMT proposes a two-year program to test the use of multiple methods independently and in 
combination. The CMT will also integrate measures to enhance water quality and minimize the 
potential for re-infestation or the formation of substantial hazardous algal blooms (HABs). It will 
also integrate measures to minimize infestations within the Tahoe Keys lagoons from affecting 
Lake Tahoe. A performance, compliance and mitigation monitoring plan will be developed to 
track progress towards goals, to ensure control methods are being implemented as approved and 
that proposed mitigations are effective.  
 
The CMT will include the following treatment methods:  
 

• Group A: Large-scale treatment methods for addressing target aquatic weeds using 
aquatic herbicides and/or large scale Ultraviolet (UVC) light;  

• Group B: Localized treatment methods for addressing target aquatic weeds, including 
UVC light spot treatments, bottom barriers, diver-assisted suction and diver hand pulling 
techniques.  

 
6.2 Project Detail 

 
To determine an optimal suite of target aquatic weed control methods for the Tahoe Keys 
lagoons setting, the CMT will include tests of direct, large-scale (Group A) and localized 
(Group B) target aquatic weed control methods to determine the best combination of 
methods for initial large-scale knock-down of target aquatic weeds and subsequent 
management of follow-on target aquatic weed growth. The long- term methods for 
controlling environmental factors favorable to target aquatic weed growth and methods 
for controlling dispersal of target aquatic weeds may also be effective in addressing 
adverse environmental effects of direct treatment methods and serve as measures to 
mitigate those impacts identified during environmental review of the CMT.  
 
The 18 treatment sites and three control sites reflect the range of heterogeneity in the 
Tahoe Keys lagoons. This heterogeneity includes differences in water depths, water 
clarity, nutrient inputs, water circulation, shoreline conditions (e.g. bulkheads vs rocky or 
irregular shores), density and size of docks, and effects of wind and weather. The control 
sites are a similar size as the proposed treatment sites and exhibit a similar weed 
distribution and abundance. Control sites would be managed using current standard 
harvesting operations (existing conditions). The test sites are composed of the following:  
 

• Twelve (12) sites that use only a single Group A technique  
• Six (6) sites that use a combination of Group A techniques  
• Three (3) control sites  

 
A total of 18 sites are proposed for treatment with Group A methods in year one of the 
CMT. Currently, two techniques have been identified for Group A methods, as such, a set 
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of treatment sites will receive one of the Group A techniques, another set will receive the 
other technique, and some will receive a combination. Among these 18 sites, the total 
area proposed for treatment, is 28.96 acres. This represents approximately 17% of the 
total surface area (172 acres) of the Tahoe Keys lagoons. An additional three sites would 
be demarcated as control/reference sites for comparison.  
Triplicate testing for each Group A technique is proposed in order to satisfy the 
requirement for normally accepted and statistically robust comparisons of data both 
within treatment site and within control sites. The replications provide data on variability 
among like-treatments (or controls) and documenting this variability which is the basis 
for detecting significant effects of the treatments.  
 
The year following Group A treatments (year 2 of the CMT), Group B methods will be 
applied to the 18 test sites to spot-treat target aquatic weed growth following large-scale 
treatment.  
 
One or more of the Group B techniques would be selected based on considerations 
including: 1) effectiveness of Group A treatment (i.e. total biovolume of weeds reduced 
after primary treatment), 2) types of weeds that re-emerge, 3) size of infestation, and 4) 
limitations and constraints to treatment type based on lagoon geography. The use of some 
methods (in both Group A and B) are constrained by the space within which an 
infestation occurs and the underlying topography/geography of the area. Rocky areas and 
areas with other submersed obstructions are often a poor match for follow-up 
maintenance actions.  
 
In addition, long-term water circulation and sediment and water quality improvement 
methods will be tested over the course of the project to evaluate methods for controlling 
related environmental factors favorable to target aquatic weed growth. The initial suite of 
methods proposed include laminar-flow aeration (LFA), floating island wetlands, algae 
control technologies, and targeted water circulation methods. These methods are expected 
to require long-term implementation to shift existing environmental factors related to 
circulation that include eliminating water stagnation in dead-ends of the lagoons and 
breaking up anoxic zones in the lagoons. These methods are also expected to require 
long- term implementation to shift existing environmental factors related to sediment and 
water quality including reducing organic sediment muck layers rich in nutrients favorable 
to target aquatic weed growth to mineralized substrate and controlling water quality 
factors favorable to algal growth, occurrence of harmful aquatic algae blooms and target 
aquatic weed growth.  
 
To control target aquatic weed dispersal that can lead to re-infestation of previously 
treated areas and areas in greater Lake Tahoe, multiple techniques will be tested to 
contain fragments of target aquatic weeds generated through routine use of the lagoons 
and, potentially, as a result of implementing direct treatment methods. The initial suite of 
methods proposed to be tested includes bubble curtains (with or without bottom barriers), 
Sea Bins, and boat backup stations.  
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• Bubble curtains are applied across a water channel and direct aquatic weed 
dispersal to areas where they can be concentrated and collected. As the name 
implies, a bubble curtain will prevent aquatic weed fragments from passing 
through the curtain in the water column thus preventing infestation of areas 
beyond the curtain.  

• Sea Bins are a trade name for a patented device that can collect and contain 
aquatic weed fragments. Sea Bins are typically installed in conjunction with 
bubble curtains and placed where the curtain concentrates the aquatic weed 
fragments to facilitate containment and collection of the fragments.  

 
• Boat back-up stations also prevent dispersal of aquatic weeds that become entangled on 

boat engine propellers, keels and rudders. These stations require boaters to enter a taxi 
lane, backup the boat and then exit the station when travelling from infested to un-
infested areas. A Sea Bin or manual skimming is employed to collect and contain the 
aquatic weed fragments freed from boats in the backup station. Lastly, methods to control 
target aquatic weed fragment dispersal to previously treated areas and areas outside the 
Tahoe Keys lagoons in greater Lake Tahoe will be tested to evaluate effectiveness in 
preventing re-infestations and new infestations.  

 
 

7.0 Future Opportunities for Involvement & Ways to Comment  
 
There will be multiple opportunities for public engagement through the environmental review 
process. Environmental analysis of the proposed alternatives will occur over the next year. The 
lead agencies will continue to hold Tahoe Keys Stakeholder Committee meetings and SCC 
meetings during this timeframe. A Draft EIS/EIR will be released for public review in 2020, with 
a Final EIS/EIR anticipated in spring of 2021. Public workshops will be held to gain feedback 
and comments on  the Draft EIS/EIR and written comments will be accepted during a comment 
period which will be announced at the time the draft is posted for public review. 
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NOTICE OF PREPARATION for the  
TAHOE KEYS LAGOONS AQUATIC WEED CONTROL METHODS TEST 

DATE: June 17, 2019 

TO: California State Clearinghouse 
California Responsible Agencies  
California Trustee Agencies 
El Dorado County, County Clerk 
US Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Nevada State Clearinghouse  
Other Interested Agencies 
Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California 
United Auburn Indian Community 
Interested Parties and Organizations  
Affected Property Owners 

FROM: Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) 
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board 

LEAD AGENCIES: Tahoe Regional Planning Agency    Lahontan Regional Water Quality 
P.O. Box 5310         Control Board 
128 Market Street        2501 Lake Tahoe Boulevard 
Stateline, Nevada 89449         South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150 

CONTACTS: Dennis Zabaglo, Aquatic Resources 
Program Manager 
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 
(775) 589-5255
dzabaglo@trpa.org

W. Russell Norman, P.E.
Water Resources Control Engineer
Lahontan Regional Water Quality
Control Board
(530) 542-5435
russell.norman@waterboards.ca.gov

SUBJECT 
TRPA and Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board Notice of Preparation (NOP) to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
and a TRPA Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed Tahoe Keys Lagoons Aquatic Weed 
Control Methods Test (“Project”). The joint environmental document will analyze the potential 
environmental effects of the Project.  
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PUBLIC REVIEW AND COMMENT PERIOD 
The Lead Agencies invite public comment on the scope of the project and content of the EIR/EIS in 
response to this NOP. Pursuant to Section 15082 of the State CEQA Guidelines, this NOP will be 
circulated for a minimum 45-day review period beginning on June 17, 2019 and ending on August 2, 
2019. In your response, include your name, the name of your agency or organization (if applicable), and 
contact information. 

Comments on the NOP may be received via e-mail to tahoekeysweeds@trpa.org, or via U.S. mail to 
Dennis Zabaglo, Aquatic Resources Program Manager, at the above TRPA mailing address by 5:00 p.m. 
on August 2, 2019.  In addition, comments may be provided at the public scoping meetings, noticed 
below. 

PUBLIC SCOPING MEETINGS  
The Lead Agencies have scheduled public scoping meetings at the times and locations indicated below. 
The purposes of the public scoping meetings are to receive verbal and written input on the scope of the 
proposed project, project alternatives and environmental document. The Lead Agencies will consider all 
comments, written and oral, in determining the final scope of the evaluation to be included in the 
EIR/EIS. 

Public Scoping Meetings: 

Tuesday, June 25, 2019, 5:00 p.m. 
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board 

Annex Building 
971 Silver Dollar Avenue 

South Lake Tahoe, CA 

Wednesday, June 26, 2019, 9:30 a.m. 
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 

Governing Board Meeting 
128 Market Street 

Stateline, NV 

Tuesday, July 16, 2019, 5:00 p.m. 
North Tahoe Event Center 

8318 North Lake Boulevard 
Kings Beach, CA 
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BACKGROUND 
The Project site is in the lagoons of the Tahoe Keys. The Tahoe Keys was constructed in the 1960s by 
excavating lagoons in the Upper Truckee River Marsh, and now includes more than 1,500 homes and 
townhomes, a commercial marina, and a commercial center. Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum 
spicatum) became established in the 1980s and 1990s, and curlyleaf pondweed (Potamoeton crispus L.) 
was discovered in Lake Tahoe in 2003. Surveys document aquatic weeds growing rapidly to occupy up to 
90 percent of the lagoon areas in recent years. Seasonal harvesting has been the main weed control 
practice since the mid-1980s, removing more than 10,000 cubic yards of biomass annually. Aquatic 
weeds have the potential to impact all the marinas around Lake Tahoe, and their continued spread 
constitutes the most immediate threat to the lake, according to the University of Nevada’s 2015 
Implementation Plan for the Control of Aquatic Invasive Species within Lake Tahoe. The goal of the 
project is to test control techniques of the populations of aquatic weeds in the designated test areas and 
reduce the spread of these plants to other parts of Lake Tahoe.  

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 
See attachment 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS   
At a minimum, each of the following environmental issue areas below will be addressed in the EIS/EIR. 

Hydrology and Water Quality 
Biological Resources 

Human Health 
Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

Recreation 

Geology and Soils 
Land Use and Planning 

Public Services  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 Global Climate Change 

The NOP and the project file, including the Initial Study/Initial Environmental Checklist prepared under 

CEQA and TRPA regulations, are available for review between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., 

Monday through Friday (except Tuesday), at the TRPA office, 128 Market Street, Stateline, NV. Project 

information may also be found at www.tahoekeysweeds.org. The project file is also available Monday 

through Friday, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. at the Lahontan Regional Water Quality 

Control Board office, 2501 Lake Tahoe Boulevard, South Lake Tahoe, CA.  
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Introduction 
This document is a summary of interests, themes and questions surrounding Aquatic Invasive 
Species (AIS) treatment and water quality issues within the Tahoe Keys. This summary is 
derived from 29 interviews with 44 stakeholders between August and October 2018.  

It includes: 

• A summary of the range of stakeholders' concerns, interests and perspectives
regarding AIS, water quality and the future of the Tahoe Keys and Lake Tahoe

• Stakeholder perspectives on a range of alternatives for weed control in an
environmental analysis (EIR/EIS)

• Recommendations for a Stakeholder Committee process and timeline
• Recommendations for coordination among stakeholders, the public, technical

experts and the EIR/EIS team
• Recommendations for public outreach and engagement

The information in this document summarizes the perspectives of the stakeholders 
interviewed, and is intended to set the stage for a constructive Stakeholder Committee (SC) 
process and coordination with the Environmental Impact Review / Environmental Impact Study 
(EIR/EIS) team, once selected.  This document is a draft, intended for review and represents the 
facilitators’ best attempts to summarize the range, breadth and nature of interests. 
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Executive Summary 
Aquatic invasive species infestations in the Lake Tahoe Keys (Keys), particularly of the plants 
Eurasian watermilfoil and curlyleaf pondweed, have been expanding since the early 1990s and 
now have reached a level of urgency that threatens native species, and contributes to the 
diminished water quality of Lake Tahoe.   Low water quality has led to recent cyanobacteria 
blooms which pose a health threat and limits recreation access. Longstanding efforts to manage 
the problem, such as harvesting, contribute to the growth of AIS in the Keys, increase risk of 
migration to other areas of Lake Tahoe and its tributaries, and are not economically viable with 
ever-increasing costs.   

Lake-wide Problem 
All interviewed are keenly interested in finding long term, durable solutions to AIS in the Lake 
Tahoe Keys and Marina. Interviewees describe AIS in the Keys as a lake-wide problem, with the 
Keys and Marina as priority locations for management controls.   Respondents differ widely on 
who should bear financial responsibility for solutions.  After almost thirty years of combating 
AIS in the Keys, one measure of success for this collaborative stakeholder process and 
associated EIR/EIS may be reaching a point where key partners can consider how to fund a set 
of agreed upon long-term solutions.  

AIS and Water Quality 
In addition to being considered a lake-wide problem, virtually all stated that they hope the 
purpose, alternatives and criteria of this EIR/EIS can be framed more broadly than just AIS 
mitigation, and instead can include criteria for water quality and ecological health in the Keys 
and the lake, with a long-term perspective.  

Long Term Solutions Desired 
There is virtual unanimity that herbicide treatment should be the last resort for AIS mitigation 
in Lake Tahoe, a unique and treasured environment, and one of few Tier 3 “Outstanding 
National Resource Waters” under the Clean Water Act.  However, there are a wide range of 
perspectives as to whether we have fully considered or exhausted other treatment methods, 
how much we know about herbicide treatment and the implications of its use, and how to 
combine the range of treatment methods for effective, long term mitigation.    

Strong and Varied Views on Potential Use of Herbicide  
Use of EPA approved aquatic herbicides as a potential treatment method is perceived as one of 
the most divisive and controversial choices for Lake Tahoe.  After several years of stakeholder 
and independent technical review of herbicide and other treatments, some are convinced 
herbicides offer the only method to effectively treat the AIS crisis in the Keys. Others may be 
convinced that a limited application of herbicides may be necessary to change the trajectory of 
AIS in the Keys, but are deeply concerned about paving the way for herbicide use in perpetuity. 
Some believe herbicide, if used, would be the next giant, regrettable mistake for the ecology, 
economy and communities of Lake Tahoe.   
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Adaptive Management Process 
While there is expected to be additional information coming in late 2018 and in the summer of 
2019 regarding the efficacy of cutting-edge treatment methods such as ultraviolet radiation and 
laminar flow aeration, there will nonetheless remain throughout the timeframe of this 
collaborative stakeholder process and associated EIR/EIS a dearth of information in advance of 
treatment about how to package treatment methods together, how, where and how often to 
treat different areas of the Keys, and how to prevent and mitigate secondary or unintended 
impacts from all treatment methods, including the potential use of herbicide.   For these 
reasons, a preferred alternative for weed control that enjoys broad support from the public and 
key implementation partners will likely need to include a phased, adaptive process for 
permitting, treatment and monitoring, and environmental documentation.   

Comprehensive Consideration and Study of Alternatives for Treatment Options 
For the development of a preferred approach to weed control to be credible and defensible, 
the stakeholder process and associated EIR/EIS should analyze a range of options that address 
the key interests and concerns of stakeholders.  A multi-stakeholder Stakeholder Committee 
(SC) should be convened to consider the wide range of interests, develop feasible options for 
consideration, explore focused technical and procedural questions, and participate in the 
development of recommended criteria and alternatives for the EIR/EIS.    

Independent Technical Experts 
Additional and ongoing independent expertise will likely be useful in the near term for 
commenting on an SC joint fact-finding process, and perhaps to help develop management 
targets and metrics which are adaptive. New subject matter experts may be needed to 
supplement the comments of local and regional experts who are seen by some as biased and/or 
to have fixed opinions.   

EIR/EIS Team 
In order that the development of the EIR/EIS document be an efficient and timely process it is 
important to recruit a technical team that can build on previous work to develop a thorough, 
rigorous and accessible environmental document.  Due to the precedent and passion 
surrounding Lake Tahoe, the technical team should have, or be able to recruit, capacity for 
developing highly effectively multimedia public education materials including videos, digital and 
geospatial media.   

Stakeholder Committee 
To meet the desired timelines for permitting and treatment, it will be important that the 
Stakeholder Committee commit to an ambitious work plan through the end of 2019.   Wherever 
possible this committee should strive for consensus recommendations.  As a tool for 
expediency, the SC may agree to milestones whereby they define agreement, describe 
disagreement and identify key remaining questions, and then proceed to the next phase of 
deliberations.  These milestones may include developing a joint fact-finding report, providing 
suggestions on how criteria are considered and integrated, commenting on a range of feasible 
treatment approaches, and recommending a preferred option.  
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Broad Support 
There are several indications that suggest it is possible to develop a preferred approach to 
weed control in the Keys and Marina that enjoys broad support among the public as well as the 
boards and staff of key implementation partners. All interviewed are deeply committed to 
finding durable solutions for AIS and water quality in the Keys. The urgency of the problem, 
coupled with the uniqueness of Lake Tahoe, means that it is likely that resources can be 
brought to bear to develop, implement and monitor context-specific, cutting edge solutions.    

Board Engagement 
In order for a preferred alternative to be selected and implemented, it is critical that the boards 
of all key implementation partners be engaged early and throughout the EIR/EIS development, 
permitting, and public engagement processes. This is especially important for the decision 
makers, regulatory authorities, and for the EIR/EIS lead agencies - TRPA and Lahontan Regional 
Water Quality Control Board (LRWQCB).  

Timeline and Milestones 
Due to an increasing sense of urgency around containing AIS, feasible and effective 
management controls in the Keys are Marina are increasingly important to containing the 
spread of invasive weeds around the Lake.  For this reason, a rigorous schedule of Stakeholder 
Committee meetings is recommended, with monthly meetings to undertake the work of joint 
fact finding and development of recommendations. 
Of consideration is a limited window of opportunity during late spring that is appropriate for 
testing and application of herbicides, and an IMP that includes their use needs to be approved 
and permitted by early spring of the year applications are slated to begin.   To give lead 
regulatory agencies enough time for staff and board review and approval of the associated 
EIR/EIS it is desirable to have it submitted the previous fall.   
A more specific timeline of activities and milestones will be developed during the initial 
meetings of the SC, in coordination with lead agencies and the EIR/EIS team. 
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Background 

AIS Management is a Priority in the Lake Tahoe Basin 
Combatting and controlling AIS in Lake Tahoe is one of the highest priorities identified for the 
basin’s Environmental Improvement Program (EIP).  Recognizing the threat that AIS poses to 
the quality of water in Lake Tahoe, the Basin's multi-sector partnership formed the Lake Tahoe 
Aquatic Invasive Species Coordination Committee (LTAISCC) to develop and oversee a 
comprehensive Lake Tahoe Region AIS program with the goal of controlling AIS. The LTAISCC 
and other stakeholders helped advise on the 2009 Lake Tahoe Region AIS Management Plan, 
which was updated into the 2014 Lake Tahoe Region Aquatic Invasive Species Management 
Plan, California-Nevada, and both plans were approved by the national Aquatic Nuisance 
Species Task Force (ANSTF).  In 2015, scientists at the University of Nevada, Reno developed an 
Implementation Plan for the Control of Aquatic Invasive Species within Lake Tahoe overseen by 
the LTAISCC.   This implementation plan ranks the Tahoe Keys and Tahoe Keys Marina as the 
number one and two priorities for control of AIS, and recommends an integrated program for 
control of AIS and removal of unwanted biomass.  Specifically, the authors stated: 

 "due to the notable abundance of invasive and nuisance native aquatic plants in [the 
Tahoe Keys] system, an integrated program for removal which not only includes the use of 
non-chemical removal efforts such as bottom barriers and diver assisted suction removal, 
but other actions such as the reduction of nutrient loads, plant fragment collection, and 
herbicide application is recommended to reduce unwanted plant biomass" (p. 39). 

AIS Management Work is Ongoing in the Tahoe Keys  
The Tahoe Keys began working toward mitigating aquatic plants in the 1970s, increasing control 
efforts in the 1990s and 2000s while consulting and collaborating with various organizations 
and agencies also working on the problem of AIS in the Lake Tahoe Basin. 
In 2015, the Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association (TKPOA) launched a two-year stakeholder 
planning process that included input from an expert panel to develop a plan for testing various 
control methods (including herbicides) to evaluate the efficacy and environmental effects of 
proposed control methods prior to developing a long-term Integrated Management Plan (IMP).  
In December 2017, an application for permits was submitted to TRPA and LRWQCB to 
implement a test in the Keys that would have involved a one-time application of three 
herbicides (to treat three targeted species, Eurasian watermilfoil, curlyleaf pondweed, and 
coontail) followed by two years of non-herbicide control methods. The test was to be within 
limited areas of the West Lagoon of the Tahoe Keys to test and evaluate the safety, efficacy, 
compatibility, and utility of the three aquatic herbicide products, in combination with 
subsequent non-herbicide treatment methods, as the basis for an integrated methods strategy 
for bringing aquatic invasive plants under control. This triggered the need for an EIR/EIS as 
regulatory agencies concluded that an EIS/EIR would be necessary to fully analyze the effects of 
the implementation of the IMP and would be a more effective path forward.  
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Summary of Interests Related to AIS, Water Quality and Lake Tahoe 
AIS in the Tahoe Keys and Marina are seen by all interviewed as a primary and urgent threat to 
water quality throughout Lake Tahoe. All are keenly interested in finding implementable and 
durable solutions. Themes below are those which were commonly referenced in interviews. 

- AIS in the Keys is a lake-wide problem. TRPA asserts that "strategies need to be
developed that recognize that the Tahoe Keys AIS issue is a shared lake-wide problem
and not solely the problem of the TKPOA" (TRPA, 2018, p.3).   All stakeholders
interviewed agree.  If AIS cannot be controlled in the Tahoe Keys and Marina, it will
continue to be a growing issue, with impacts to the water quality and ecology of the
entire Lake.

- The Tahoe Keys and AIS is a water quality problem. In terms of drinking water
certification and standards, status as Tier 3 waters under the Clean Water Act, and the
goals for clearer lake waters, the criteria and alternatives should all be framed to include
the larger context of overall water quality.

- Stakeholders desire to act decisively in the near-term, but seek long-term solutions. All
acknowledge the urgency of AIS infestation in the Keys and that we may be near a
threshold, that if crossed, would result in rapid AIS expansion in other parts of the Lake
and its tributaries.  Therefore, all seek near-term action.  However, virtually every
person interviewed came with warnings of selecting a quick fix over long term, durable
and sustainable solutions.

- This EIR/EIS sets the stage for future weed treatment protocols lake-wide. All
understand that the scope of this EIR/EIS must focus on management actions within the
Tahoe Keys and Marina in order to complete a robust and actionable environmental
document.   In addition, most suggest that the approaches decided upon and permitted
during this process will likely set precedent for weed treatment protocols lake-wide.

- Public safety and health are now at risk in the Keys.   Weed proliferations have created
conditions conducive to algal blooms.  The resulting water quality conditions have posed
health threats to residents, visitors and pets who come into contact with water in
certain areas of the Keys.

- If not addressed, AIS in the Keys may accelerate other AIS infestations.  Not only are
these species noxious and damaging unto themselves, the propagation and die-off of
these species affect water chemistry, turbidity, temperature and nutrient loading, which
may increase risk of additional aquatic invasive species (animal and plant) establishing
themselves in the Keys.

- All solutions impact real property values and recreation access.  There are a variety of
levels of sympathy for Tahoe Keys property owners and perceptions of their role and
responsibility for the problem and any solutions.  No matter how one perceives
culpability for the existence of the Keys and the development of AIS problems, it is clear
that TKPOA and their members are most immediate to the problems resulting from AIS,
and will necessarily have to be at the center of any durable solution.
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Topics for Joint Fact Finding 
Since there have been several iterations of technical, stakeholder and agency review of 
management plans in the last decade, as much as possible, the Stakeholder Committee should 
build on rather than replicate past work and focus on remaining questions that are important 
for developing, implementing and monitoring an Integrated Management Plan.    

However, this collaborative stakeholder approach is an opportunity to restart discussions with a 
range of constituencies, and as such it will be important to review key technical and procedural 
information.  While there are a suite of unanswered technical and policy questions, the 
following are the questions most frequently referenced in interviews.   It is upon these 
questions that a joint fact-finding process for the SC should focus. 

- How effective will herbicides be, and what are the potential impacts?
o What are the standards for anti-degradation of Tier 3 waters, and what does that

mean for the potential for herbicide use?
o Will the use of herbicide incentivize or even necessitate future use?
o Are there physical barriers or other methods which mitigate the risk of errors,

accidents or incidents during application and treatment?

- How much can be mitigated using a combination of management tools and strategies
other than herbicide?

o What is known about emerging technologies such as UV and LFA and their
application in Tahoe? How much more will we know with preliminary results
from pilot projects?

o What are the costs/benefits and efficacy of combining multiple treatment
methods?

- How can the EIR/EIS alternatives, and any subsequent permitting, be structured to allow
for sequential testing, learning, permitting and monitoring?

o For what timeframe should alternatives be constructed and how does this match
with the duration of permits?

o How to construct and analyze adaptive alternatives?   How to permit adaptive
management strategies?
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Perspectives on Analyzing a Range of Alternatives 
In order to have a credible study with thorough analysis, and to develop a preferred alternative 
which can enjoy broad support, the range of alternatives should be developed with the 
following considerations in mind:  

- Define a geographic scope of treatment options that include the Tahoe Keys Marina.
Any analysis or alternatives that do not consider the Marina would result in an
incomplete EIR/EIS, potentially wasting funds and time.

- Develop treatment options and approaches which support adaptive learning and
management.  Given the uncertainty around the efficacy and potential side effects of
using herbicide in the Tahoe Keys, as well as the limited information available about
emerging technologies, and how to implement management tools together, AIS
management in the Keys is by definition experimental.  Therefore, stakeholders
expressed a strong desire that alternatives be constructed to foster adaptive
management and learning, with specific targets and metrics to evaluate any treatments.

- Explore methods to physically separate Keys and lake water during treatment and/or
seasonally.   Whether with temporary or permanent infrastructure, many want physical
barriers to stop water flow between the Keys and the lake to be included in alternatives
analysis, or explain why this element is not feasible or suitable for analysis.

- Examine partial restoration of the Keys.   No interviewee suggested it is within the realm
of feasibility to restore the Tahoe Keys to pre-development conditions.  However, many
are interested in an examination of whether partial restoration of parts of the Keys to
wetlands can be a part of AIS and water quality solutions, while also serving recreation,
wildlife and property value goals.

- Define criteria which have a long-term (50+ year) perspective. Few believe that these
AIS species can be completely eradicated from the Keys.  Even if possible, the conditions
of the Keys relative to circulation, temperature, and nutrient loading will require
ongoing management for water quality and to prevent/mitigate AIS in perpetuity.
Therefore, even while the alternatives analyzed may describe treatment plans that take
place in the near term, criteria to evaluate alternatives should maintain a long-term
perspective of addressing mutually desired outcomes.

- Develop a range of treatment options that incorporate, but do not duplicate, past and
existing plans. The TKPOA has spent extensive time and resources developing multiple
IMPs and permit applications at the request of regulatory agencies, as well engaging the
public and seeking independent expert review of previously proposed plans.
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Recommendations for Coordination with an EIR/EIS Technical Team 
The following are recommendations for reviewing and selecting a technical team to assist with 
the development, analysis, framing and production of a high quality environmental document.  
 

- Select a team that can incorporate past work and move quickly.   If the goal is to 
implement new treatment regimens as soon as possible, it will be necessary to complete 
associated studies and analysis in 2019 in order to draft permits and receive and 
respond to public comments by 2020.   Therefore, the technical team will need to be 
able to construct alternatives and conduct analysis efficiently.  

 
- Ensure that the technical team has public media and outreach capacities.  Particularly, 

the following skills, experiences and resources will be helpful.  
o Generate multimedia materials including video, digital and geospatial 

information. 
o Manage logistics for public events such as meetings and open houses. 
o Develop and distribute notices to relevant media outlets and organizations.  

Specific experience working with home owners' associations would be helpful.  
o Collect, collate and develop responses to submitted comments during official 

comment periods.  
o Capacity to effectively address highly technical and emotionally charged public 

policy issues. 
 

- Find a team that has experience developing adaptive alternatives in an EIR/EIS. This will 
be a pioneering effort to develop alternatives which are suitable for adaptive 
management, and which can meet the needs of permitting from lead agencies.  
Experience with constructing and analyzing adaptive alternatives may be the most 
desirable qualification for a technical EIR team.  
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Recommendations for Convening a Stakeholder Committee 
Based on interviews and experience with similar resource management questions, it does 
appear possible and desirable to convene a multi-stakeholder Stakeholder Committee to help 
frame planning priorities and treatment options, and to participate in a collaborative process in 
regards to the development, analysis and recommendation of alternatives.  In order to serve 
the goals of inclusion, expediency and informed decision making, we recommend the 
Stakeholder Committee include the following elements.   

- Lead agencies are active members of the Stakeholder Committee, but maintain decision
making authority on the preferred alternative. The lead agencies, TRPA and LRWQCB,
are the conveners of, participants in, and audience for the Stakeholder Committee.
Agencies' staffs will be important information resources for SC members, taking into
consideration interests, recommendations and key questions which will inform eventual
selection of a preferred alternative.

- Periodically engage key partners and interested parties.  The SC will have an ambitious
and demanding work schedule and work load.   There are likely stakeholders that would
like regular updates and opportunities to inform SC work but who are not able or
suitable for regular SC participation.   These can include the resource agencies' staffs of
California and Nevada, homeowners' and shoreline associations, and drinking water
purveyors and marina operators who are not on the SC.  It will also be important to
coordinate with existing committees focused on AIS, such as the AISCC and Tahoe
Interagency Executive Steering Committee (TIE).  Approximately quarterly, the SC can
engage a broader circle of stakeholders for updates, input and comment.  For this, the
establishment of a Stakeholder Consultation Circle (SCC) is recommended.

- Encourage participation by the Tahoe Keys Marina.  Numerous attempts to engage the
Keys Marina in the stakeholder assessment were unsuccessful.  Many stakeholders note
that solutions that do not include the Keys Marina will be incomplete.  All desire to find
a way to engage the Marina in a collaborative process for developing and implementing
an IMP.

- Develop a joint fact-finding report focused on key important questions. Compiling a
report that documents existing technical information and outstanding questions to be
reviewed and commented on by independent technical experts is recommended, both
to inform the SC process and as a summary report of technical data for peer review.
Except for some information about the use of UV and LFA technology, there has not
been, nor will there be, a substantial tranche of new data regarding treatment methods
since the last round of public engagement and technical review of the proponent's
permit application.   Joint fact-finding should focus on technical questions related to the
effects and side effects of treatment methods, as well as procedural questions about
analyzing adaptive alternatives and associated permitting.  One of the first tasks of the
Committee will be to agree on a range of joint fact-finding questions. It is advisable to
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consult with the Stakeholder Consultation Circle on the range of JFF questions in order 
to ensure key questions aren’t omitted. 

- Utilize independent technical expertise to review joint fact-finding report. The SC can
develop a joint fact-finding report which identifies areas of agreement, the nature of
disagreement and remaining questions for future study. This report should be
developed by the SC based on existing data and information, and agreed upon
independent technical experts can then review and comment on this joint fact-finding
report.  Rather than convening a panel of advisors that meets regularly, a broad range of
agreed upon experts can comment on the joint fact-finding report(s) as they are
released.  Any comments or findings from technical experts will serve to inform
Stakeholder Committee work, and will provide additional information for consideration
by the EIR team in their analysis of alternatives.

- Utilize existing resources for independent technical expertise, and reach to new experts.
Because some local and regional experts are seen by some as either biased or to have
fixed opinions, the SC members should agree early on a process to select independent
technical experts with whom they can consult during the joint fact-finding process.

- Considerations for identifying SC members.
o Small and nimble. Given the workload and timeline, the SC needs to be able to

coordinate efficiently and effectively.
o Representative. SC members should represent a clear constituency of the range

of stakeholder perspectives.
o Time available. Members need to be able to commit to a rigorous schedule of

meetings and data review.

- Strive for consensus, prioritize informed decision making.  Consensus recommendations
will be sought wherever possible. When there is not consensus, it will be important to
note the levels and nature of agreement and disagreement, along with any questions
for future inquiry or monitoring.  In some instances, a lack of full consensus with a full
record of interests and reasons may better inform agency decisions than consensus
agreements built on compromise, especially if there are strong disagreements about
technical information or foundational assumptions.
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Recommendations for Public Engagement 
Citizens and stakeholders in Lake Tahoe, California, Nevada, across the country and around the 
world are interested in the management practices and fate of Lake Tahoe.  Therefore, a robust 
public outreach and engagement plan is critical.  

- Utilize Summer of 2019 for public and board education and engagement.  Coordinate
with key stakeholders to assist with outreach recommendations, efforts and materials.

- Meet locals where they are. Hold public meetings in North and South Lake Tahoe, and
utilize local media outlets such as KRLT, Tahoe Mountain News, Tahoe Weekly, Lake
Tahoe Daily Tribune, and Moonshine Inc.  Work directly with HOAs to outreach to
members.

- Meet non-locals where they are.  Offer webinars during important public engagement
phases.  Develop accessible, creative multimedia portals and materials that curious
citizens can easily locate for quality information.

- Communicate regularly with friends of the Stakeholder Committee. Ensure all
stakeholders are updated on the SC process and emergent information, as well as have
the opportunity to provide feedback.  A list of suggested stakeholders is provided in
Appendix C.

- Develop a focused strategy for board engagement.  Engage boards of SC members and
other stakeholders early and often in the process to ensure they are informed and
updated along the way.

- Create a project website.  Coordinate with lead agencies and stakeholders to link the
website to pertinent AIS and project information, continuously updating the website
with content for public education.
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Appendix A: Stakeholder Committee Membership Recommendations 

Lead Agencies 
o Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board
o Tahoe Regional Planning Agency

Recommended Core Stakeholder Committee (meet approximately monthly) 
o Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board
o League to Save Lake Tahoe
o Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association
o Tahoe Keys Marina
o Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
o Tahoe Resource Conservation District
o Tahoe Water Suppliers Association

Recommended Stakeholder Consultation Circle (meet approximately quarterly) 
o California Attorney General's Office
o California Department of Fish & Wildlife
o California State Lands Commission
o California Tahoe Conservancy
o City of South Lake Tahoe
o Key Concerned Citizens
o Lake Tahoe AIS Coordinating Committee
o Lake Tahoe Marina Association
o Lakeside Park Association
o Local Native American Tribes
o Nevada Department of Environmental Protection
o Nevada Tahoe Conservation District
o North Lake Tahoe Resort Association
o Sierra Club
o Southshore Tahoe Chamber
o Tahoe Keys Beach and Harbor Association
o Tahoe Lakefront Homeowners Association
o Tahoe Fund
o TIE Steering Committee
o U.S. Fish & Wildlife
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Appendix B: List of Stakeholder Interviewees 
California Department of Fish & Wildlife, Gabriele Quillman, Scientific Aid 
California Department of Fish & Wildlife, Patrick Moezsinger, Senior Environmental Scientist 
California State Lands Commission, Jason Ramos, Senior Environmental Scientist 
California Tahoe Conservancy, Patrick Wright, Executive Director 
City of South Lake Tahoe, Jason Burke, Stormwater Program Coordinator 
Elise Fett, concerned citizen 
Harold Singer, former Executive Officer, Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board 
LRWQCB, Bruce Warden, Environmental Scientist 
LRWQCB, Doug Smith, Assistant Executive Officer and Ombudsman 
LRWQCB, Russel Norman, Water Resources Control Engineer 
Lake Tahoe Marina Association, Jim Phaelan, General Manager 
Lakeside Park Association, Andy Englehardt, Board President 
Lakeside Park Association, Bob Loding, Water Manager 
League to Save Lake Tahoe, Darcie Goodman, Chief Executive Officer 
League to Save Lake Tahoe, Jesse Patterson, Chief Strategy Officer 
Nevada Department of Environmental Protection, Jennifer Carr, Deputy Director 
Nevada Division of State Lands, Elizabeth Kingsland, Tahoe Program Manager 
North Lake Tahoe Resort Association, Cindy Gustafson, CEO 
Sierra Club, Jennifer Quashnick, Consultant 
UC Davis, Dr. Geoff Schladow, Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Tahoe Fund, Amy Berry, CEO 
Tahoe Keys Beach and Harbor Association, Betsy Sommerfelt, Manager 
Tahoe Lakefront Homeowners Association, Jan Brisco, Executive Director 
Tahoe Resource Conservation District, Mollie Hurt, Director of Programs 
Tahoe Resource Conservation District, Nicole Cartwright, Executive Director 
Tahoe Water Suppliers Association, Madonna Dunbar, Executive Director 
TKPOA, Andy Kopania, Chair of Water Quality Committee 
TKPOA, Bonnie Halleran, Board President 
TKPOA Greg Hoover, Water Quality Manager 
TKPOA, Jim Jones, Water Quality Committee 
TKPOA, Jo Ann Wilson, Administrative Assistant 
TKPOA, Kirk Wooldridge, General Manager 
TRPA, Dennis Zabaglo, Aquatic Resources Program Manager 
TRPA, Joanne Marchetta, Executive Director 
TRPA, Julie Regan, External Affairs Chief 
TRPA, Kim Caringer, Environmental Improvement Division Manager 
TRPA, Paul Nielsen, Environmental and Land Use Consultant 
University of Nevada Reno, Dr. Sudeep Chandra, Associate Professor of Biology 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Laura, Whitney, Program Manager 
U.S. EPA, Jacques Landy, Lake Tahoe Basin Coordinator 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife, Corene Jones, Fish Biologist 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife, Roger Peka, Fish Biologist 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife, Stephanie Byers, Senior Fishery Biologist 
U.S. Forest Service, Jeff Marsolais, Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit Forest Supervisor 
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Attachment 3: 
Mailing/Distribution Lists 



First Initial Last Name Organization
K Aitkin USFWS
J Alleman BLM
C Allen National Park Service
M Allen University of Maryland
E Anderson WA State
G Anderson ID State
P Andreozzi USDA
P Androy
G Andy
B Anta Prince Williams Sound Regional Citizen's Advisory Council
P Arb Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission 
M Arya Invasive Species Action Link
L Atimor Michigan State University 
J Aws University of Washington
K Baerwaldt USFWS
J Baisch
J Ballard Gulf State Marine Fisheries Council
C Bargeron University of Georgia 
M Bartley UT State
C Baugher MI State
S Baxter USFWS
B Bear WY State
L Beck USFWS
M Beck British Columbia Province
L Beckham Barnacle Stop
I Bergsohn South Tahoe PUD
A Berry Tahoe Fund
G Betty
N Bicknese USFWS
M Bisenieks USFWS
M Blair USFWS
D Bloomquist USFWS
J Blume Smithsonian Institute
K Bogenschutze IA State
J Bohling USFWS
B Bolen EPA
J Bolton USDA
T Boos TRPA
J Bradford USBR
P Brady NOAA
L Brekke USBR
W Brennen CTC
D Britton USFWS
M Brizendine USFWS
R Brooks KY State
E Brown CO State
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E Brown CO State
L Brown Benton Soil and Water Conservation District
W Brown WA State
E Brusati CDFW
M Buntjer USFWS
S Burgiel US DOI
J Burglund USFWS
J Burke City of SLT
J Bush WA State
A Butterbrodt
S Byers USFWS
D C Taylor Shellfish
T C City of Waco
J C
S Cameron US DOI
T Campbell TRPA
T Campbell University of Wisconsin
S Campisi
B Canaday MO State
J Capurso USFS
K Caringer TRPA
S Carlin USFWS
S Carman BLM
A Carr FedEx
J Carr NDEP
M Carter US DOT
N Cartwright TRCD
S Catino USFWS
S Cau
L Ceballos CA State Lands
L Chadderton The Nature Conservancy
S Chan OR State University
S Chandra UNR
J Chapman Oregon State University
A Cofrancesco USACE
D Collins League
B Comlossy Lake Tahoe Env/Science Magnet School
G Conover USFWS
V Cook-Fletcher CDFW
T Coons
M Coulombe
T Counihan USGS
S Cowell Fisheries and Oceans Canada
M Cox USDA
S Cox ID State
L Creekmore USDA
Z Crete MT State
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D Cruz Washoe Tribe of NV and CA
B Cudmore Fisheries and Oceans Canada
A Curley USFWS
K Cute RI State
L D Creative Resource Strategies
M Dahlberg AZ State
M Daluge Teton County Weed and Pest
W Daniel USGS
J Darling EPA
I Davidson Smithsonian Institute
D Davis
J Davis NOAA
R Davis USFWS
T Davis AK State
T Degrosholz UC Davis
P Dehaan USFWS
J Dekman
R Dennis MS State
D DeShon
D Dickhart MN State
N Dobroski CA State Lands
P Dockens USFWS
G Dolphin OR State
J Dominguez NM State
C Donohue NDSL
R Draheim
S Drill UC Davis
D Drinkard Marina Accountant
M Dunbar TWS
K Duncan USFWS
T Dykstra USACE
C Eakin USFWS
L Early USFWS
C Edwards UT State
P Egrie USDA
T Ellis North Carolina DEQ
A Ellsworth National Park Service
L Elwell Invasive Species Action Link
L Ese Confederated Salish and Kootenai
D Eshon Mussel Dogs
G Etter National Park Service
A Fawcett
N Ferger CA Waterboards
R Fernald VS State
A Ferriter Nutrient Ag Solutions
E Fischer IN State
J Fischer USFWS
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J Fisher USFWS
J Ford
D Fougeres CTC
B Fowler ID State
L Friar USFWS
K Fuller Hawaii State
P Fuller USGS
M Gaikowski USGS
A Galindo USFWS
J Galves USFWS
J Geiger Saskatchewan Province
A Gereau USFWS
N Giavan
S Gibbons TWS
R Gibbs UT State
L Gigliotti South Lake Tahoe FD
J Gilkenson USFWS
K Godin USFWS
J Goggins Hawaii State
L Gonzales Houston Advanced Research Center
B Goodwin American Boat and Yacht Council 
L Gorman Lahontan
M Gotts MI State
J Grady USFWS
H Gravley USFWS
A Gregory USFWS
M Gregory
J Gross UC Davis
J Guindin National Park Service
J H Sam Houston State University
D Hamilton The Nature Conservancy 
D Hammond Earth Science Labs
J Hammond USFWS
T Hansky USGS
C Hares
K Hasset USFWS
S Havonne Shinnecock Indian Nation
D Hawking USFWS
P Heimowitz USFWS
B Heine
L Heki USFWS
N Herman
M Herron Marina main email
S Hester MT State
S Hester MT State
J Hoewll ND State
T Hogan
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K Holzer ID State
K Holzer Smithsonian Institute
B Horsburg USBR
D Hoskins USFWS
S Howard National Park Service
J Howell ND State
D Hu BLM
D Hummel BLM
O Hummel Tetra Tech
A Hurt Working Dogs for Conservation
M Hurt TRCD
M Hurt TRCD
M Ielmini USFS
B Igleghog
J Ims LH Marine Association
S Inouye USFWS
A J
A Jacobs USFWS
D Jensen University of Minnesota
D Jenson University of Minesota
E Jenson Great Lakes Commission 
S Jewell USFWS
G Jimenez USFWS
S Jmu
L Johnson UC Davis
C Jones USFWS
G Jones USFWS
C Junemann US DOT
P K Lahontan
A Kalinowski
M Kelly NTCD
S Keppner USFWS
M Kimmel Eco Analysts
N Kimmel Alberta Province
C Kimyt
L Knight ID State
L Knutsen USFWS
C Kolar USGS
A Kopania TKPOA
M Kozlak
B Kraatz
J Kuchinski NDEP
J Kuo Hawaii State
J Landy EPA
S Lannoy Kyak Tahoe
G Lester Eco Analysts
R Levin USFWS
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M Lewandowski MD State
C Lewis USFWS
Y Li MD State
P Liebelt
K Lieder USFWS
B Loding Lakeside Park Association 
I Lodman MT State
C Lollar Kings River Water
K Lopez USFWS
K Loverink USFWS
J Lukens NOAA
G Lyons USFWS
D MacLean USFWS
E Macmillan USFWS
R Major  Bell South
R Makie Otak
J Marchetta TRPA
J Marsolais USFS
A Martin USFWS
C Martin USFWS
N Martin
M Martinez USACE
R Maso
E Masters BLM
V Matuk CA Coastal Commission
M McAdams United Auburn Indian Community of the Auburn Rancheria
H McBrearty USFWS
J McCarter USFWS
N McCarthy USFWS
P McCartney USFWS
K McDowell San Francisco Estuary
M McGarrity Texas State
R McMahon University of Texas
L McMartin USFWS
J Meeks
S Meggers USFWS
L Megill NV Department of Wildlife
A Mettler USFWS
D Miko USFWS
V Milano CO State
M Mills USFWS
M Modley Lake Champlain Basin Program
P Moeszinger CDFW
C Moffitt University of Idaho
D Molloy
G Moody USACE
B Moore National Park Service
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J Morisette US DOI
J Morris USCG
S Mower USBR
S Muskoph USFS
C Myrick CO State
M Nault WI Gov
C Nava Ramboll
R Nedelcheva CA State Lands
B Neilson Hawaii State
M Neilson USGS
J Nelson National Park Service
L Nelson USACE
J Newbern National Park Service
R Newsome National Marine Manufacturers Association
P Nielsen TRPA
G Noda
R Norman Lahontan
D Norton CDFW
P Oesch University of Alberta
R Ollboll WA State University
D Olson USFWS
S Omeara USBR
C Osburn NE State
C Ossowski KS State
K Oun
N Owens UT State
L Ozgur East Stroudsburg University
L Padilla CA Parks
C Pague The Nature Conservancy
J Palmer USFWS
B Pang USFWS
M Parker Invasive Species Action Link
C Parks Manitoba Province
J Parsons WA State
S Pasko USFWS
Y Passamaneck USBR
K Patten NM State
J Patterson League
R Peka USFWS
K Pennington MS State
T Pennington ESA
E Phelpse US State Department
E Pherigo USFWS
S Phillips Pacific States Marine Fisheries Council
J Pieper National Park Service
K Plencner Manager
A Pleus WA State
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J Plunkett
J Poirier USFWS
M Pontes City of San Louis Obispo
S Powell
A Prisciandaro USBR
S Pucherelli USBR
J Quashnick Sierra Club
G Quillman CDFW
M Racey USFWS
J Ramos CA State Lands
E Raney AZ State
J Regan TRPA
J Rentas
H Rian OR DEQ
N Richards Working Dogs for Conservation
N Rinke CA AG
M Ripley Sault 
R Rocking
S Roe Fisheries and Oceans Canada
A Rogers
J Rosenfel British Columbia Province
J Ruff
G Ruiz Smithsonian Institute
S Rumsey NOAA
F Rush City of SLT
E Ryce MT State
L Sages MI State
N Santiago Eldorado Coutny Board of Supervisors
M Sappington National Park Service
R Sauvajot Nationl Parks Service
D Savignano USFWS
C Sawchuk Alberta Province
G Schladow TERC
J Schmerfeld USFWS
S Schmidt MT State
J Schultz WA State 
C Scianni CA State Lands
A Sepulveda USGS
D Shahsavand
L Shaw NOAA
B Shemai USFWS
S Shimamoto
S Showalt University of Mississippi
J Sieracki National Park Service
S Simon USDA
J Sjoberg NV Department of Wildlife
C Skaggs USFWS
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V Slocumb USFWS
B Smith National Park Service
B Smith USFWS
D Smith Lahontan
H Smith US DOI
P Smith Lemhi County
K Sommers Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission 
S Spaulding USFS
H Sprinkle USFWS
E Stahler NDSL
E Stahler State of NV Clearinghous
J Starinchak USFWS
C Steffen KS State
K Steighler AZ State
T Steinwa ND State
M Stephenson ID Power
K Stockton
R Stout Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission 
R Sturtevant NOAA
S Sweeney USFWS
M Sytsma Portland State University
B T Taylor Shellfish
C Tackett OK State
C Tait USFS
V Takang USFWS
C Taylor USFWS
E Taylor National Wildlife Refuge Association
J Teem International Life Sciences Institute
M Thaw League to Save Lake Tahoe 
T Therriault Fisheries and Oceans Canada
T Thom USFWS
A Thomas National Park Service
J Thompson CA State Lands
P Thorpe
S Tobin Nitto
O Toney EPA
M Tremblay
M Trott USFWS
J Trujilo USBR
R Tucker Lahontan
T Turn
R Ueskin University of Washington
J Underwood USFWS
L Vehmas USBR
J Velez USFWS
R Visser WA State
M Volkoff CDFW
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C Walker UT State
D Walter USACE
R Walter CO State
L Wanderson UC Davis
K Wasson
C Watson University of Florida
J Weikert Beckman Coulter
A Weinstock NYPA
N Weise USFWS
H Weiskel UC Davis
B Whitacre Western Governors Association
B White USFWS
L Whitney USACE
C Williams USFWS
E Williams National Park Service
G Williams CDFW
R Williams
K Wilson MT State
B Wiltshire Invasive Species Action Link
M Wittman UC Davis
D Wong MA State
K Wooldridge TKPOA
K Wooldridge TKPOA
T Woolf MT State
P Wright CTC
J Wullschleger National Park Service
J Wullschleger National Park Service
A Wylie FL FWC
K Wyman-Grothem USFWS
R Yamamoto USFWS
C Young USFWS
C Young-Dubovsky USFWS
L Yranski National Marine Manufacturers Association 
J Yrigoyen USFWS
D Zabaglo TRPA
A Zach University of Nebraska
P Zajicek National Aquaculture Association
M Zeke
S Zeleski BOEM
T Ziehl Jackson Hole Property Services
N Zurfluh ID State
B Tahoe Keys Beach & Harbor Ass.
National Aquaculture Association
Nature Source
Palmer Ranch
MT State Noxious Weed Board
Cedar Valley Paddlers
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Alabama Workers Compensation Organization
CA State Clearinghouse
UNR Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Science 
Sierra Club-Tahoe Area
California Inland Fisheries Foundation
Fallen Leaf Lake CSD
Washoe Tribe Headquarters 
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Attachment 4: 
Tahoe World Notice 
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Attachment 5: 
Tahoe Daily Tribune Notice 
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Attachment 6: 
Scoping Postcard 
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A multi-agency approach

Collaborating to

Tahoe Keys Lagoons

to controlling and preventing

aquatic invasive species

http://www.tahoekeysweeds.org
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Attachment 7: 
Scoping Comment Sheet 



TAHOE KEYS WEEDS  
ENVIRONMENTAL SCOPING MEETING 

COMMENT CARD 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency and Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board 
invite your comments on the scope of the environmental analysis related to controlling aquatic 

weeds in the Tahoe Keys lagoons. 

A Notice of Preparation (NOP) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and Tahoe 
Regional Planning Agency guidelines has been released for a 45-day comment period from June 17 to 
August 2, 2019. The purpose of the NOP is to solicit input from individuals, organizations, and public 
agencies on environmental issues that should be addressed in the Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR)/Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) being prepared for the Tahoe Keys Lagoons Aquatic Weeds 
Control Methods Test Application.  

Please use the space below to record your comments, adding additional sheets if necessary.  
You may also submit comments, suggestions and questions by email to tahoekeysweeds@trpa.org 
Specific, detailed comments are most useful.   

1. What comments, suggestions or questions do you have about the analysis for aquatic weed
management in the Tahoe Keys lagoons?

2. You are invited to offer specific comments on the following:
• Technical information you would like the team to consider
• Questions or concerns about potential impacts to environment or health resulting from

weeds management
• Suggestions for treatment methods, management approaches and/or mitigation measures

you do not see in the proposed project description and would like to be considered

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

- please continue your comments on the back - 
 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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TAHOE KEYS WEEDS  
ENVIRONMENTAL SCOPING MEETING 

COMMENT CARD 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Name (optional if you want to remain anonymous):___________________________________ 
Email: ________________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ______________________________________________________________________ 
      Please add me to the Tahoe Keys Aquatic Weeds project email list for updates and future 
public participation opportunities.  You may also visit http://tahoekeysweeds.org for updates. 
Suggestions for future public meetings: _____________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank You for Your Input 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

_______________________
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Attachment 8: 
Scoping Comment Matrix 



SCOPING COMMENTS RECEIVED, TAHOE KEYS LAGOONS EIR/EIS

COLOR WHERE TO LOOK
Gray Alternatives and Test Protocol (CH 2, including Proposed Project, Action Alternatives, No Action Alternative, and Alternatives Considered & Eliminated)

White Other comments, general opposition and support, background information and other statements noted
Medium Green Anti-Degradation Analysis (AA)/Test Analysis (AA submitted separately to LRWQCB; issues related to test analysis addressed in CH 2 description of project and alternatives)

Light Green Aquatic Plants and Aquatic Weed Management (CH 3 Aquatic Biology & Ecology - Aquatic Plants section. Long-term aquatic weeds management will be addressed in a later EIR/EIS)
Gold Cost (considered as a selection criteria for alternatives - see CH 2)

Light Orange Terrestrial and Aquatic Biology and Ecology (CH 3 Aquatic and Terrestrial Biology and Ecology sections, including subsections on fish, BMI, wildlife, terrestrial vegetation and wetlands)
Light Blue Herbicide Application, Human Health/Toxicology and Ecosystem Effects, & Cyanobacteria (CH 3 Environmental Health/Risk section)

Light Yellow Hydrology (CH 3 Natural Environment - Hydrology section)
Medium Yellow Process Design (incoporated by Lead Agencies in stakeholder process, use of independent experts, and consultation)

Medium Orange Recreation (CH 3 Built & Human Environment - Recreation section)
Blue-Gray Regulatory (CH 1 Federal, State and Local Compliance section)

Medium Blue Water Quality (CH 3 Natural Environment - Water Quality section, including nutrient concentrations, sediment elutirate aluminum, tubidity, DO, pH, water temperature and other chemical characteristics)
Dark Blue Water Supply (CH 3 Built & Human Environment - Utilities section)

I

THEMES Comment Categories Comment Number File Name Date Commenter Name Commentor Organization Comment Format Comment Summary
Response in EIR/EIS

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-11
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts You can use "weed rollers" attached to dock pilings.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives (EIR/EIS CH 2

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-13
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Analyze the use of volunteer divers to achieve both Groups A & B treatment and 
effectiveness.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-23 SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070224 6/25/2019 Stations consider lake level as a variable conditioning the feasibility of control methods

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-27 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Please evaluate the use of enzymes in combination with LFA.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-29a
Support non-toxic 
control of Eurasian 
milfoil 7/15/2019 Stephen Alastuey Email

 I urge you to prioritize these options to control Eurasian water milfoil:
milfoil weevil (Euhrychiopsis lecontei, or its subspecies characteristic to the Nevada-
California aquatic ecosystem of Lake Tahoe).

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-49
Comment on 
TKPOA Aquatic 
Weeds Control Plan 8/1/2019 Pablo Ortega Email d. get support of volunteer divers for long term hand removal project

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-50
Comment on 
TKPOA Aquatic 
Weeds Control Plan 8/1/2019 Pablo Ortega Email f. More aeration, bubbles are working!

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-7
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Analyze enzymes combined with LFA as this has worked in other areas.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
ELEMENTS Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-8
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

At times of low water, is it possible to deepen the channels to allow LFA to be 
more effective?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Boating BT-3

FW_ Comments on 
Keys & invasive 
species 6/17/2019 Nancy Williams Tahoe Vista Email

It seems that the most effective solution to deal with invasive species in the Keys 
would be to eliminate motorized boat travel into and out.  But that wouldn't have 
to mean Keys owners couldn't still own and use their boats.

Creative solutions could include permanently moving all motorized boats to buoys in 
deeper water and letting boat owners access them by smaller hand-powered boats 
like kayaks or dinghies from their personal waterfronts.  Or - probably better - there 
could be a shared dock from which shuttle boat service could serve that purpose.  
(Restaurants like Gar Woods on the north shore offer that service to their 
customers.)

Boat travel in the Keys channels, including human-powered, would be entirely ceased 
at first to allow for removal/killing of the invasive species.  Afterwards, only 
nonmotorized boats would be allowed.  If there were a way to make the channels 
inhospitable to the unwanted plant growth, I suppose motor boats could be allowed 
back in.  Otherwise, they should be kept out of the Keys permanently.  

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Boating BT-5

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

There are other access points close by that Keys boat owners can use if the Keys 
need to be closed off for treatment.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Financial FN-10

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

A rough back-of-the-envelope assessment of the values of houses with lagoon 
access (using current houses for sale that are between midway into the lagoon to the 
very end of the lagoon) versus houses within the Keys area that do not have lagoon 
access revealed a price differential of $50/square foot. A more thorough analysis of 
this kind could reveal that the cost to pay landowners from midway to the ends of 
the lagoons to lose their access to the lake could be more economical than the long-
term management of the weed removal.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

Legend
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ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-32

EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

While the NOP describes a reasonable approach to testing the key issue of whether 
aquatic herbicides and/or Ultraviolet (UVC) light can be used one time or will need to 
be re-deployed to achieve project effectiveness performance measures, other 
potential components of a long-term strategy are not mentioned in the NOP. These 
components could include de-watering and dredging of lagoons, potential 
replacement of lagoon substrate with material less conducive to undesired weed 
re-growth, and deployment of barriers between the lagoons and/or marina and 
Lake Tahoe (including, but not limited to, a temporary, inflatable dam in the 
channels) that could prevent water movement between the lagoons or marina and 
the Lake during periods of herbicide use and breakdown of potentially harmful 
degradation by-products. We recommend that such methods should either be 
included in Draft EIS/EIR alternatives or, if inappropriate to include in the short-term 
Control Methods Test (CMT), identified as potential components of a long-term 
weed control strategy that will be evaluated in developing the longterm strategy 
following CMT completion.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-4 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

Please consider incorporating the use of a temporary dam across the mouth of the 
Keys in the analysis.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-6
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Consider closing off the Keys from the lake to prevent the spread of weeds.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-35
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

If the desired condition is fewer aquatic weeds, especially the three targeted species 
and they thrive in stagnant, warmer waters of the lagoons, eliminating areas of the 
lagoons with the highest temperatures and greatest stagnation should be 
considered a project goal. A few of the identified test areas ought to be used to 
demonstrate and evaluate this concept.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-36

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Besides the Group A (herbicides and/or UV light) and Group B (bottom barriers, diver 
assisted suction and hand pulling, and spot UV light) methods listed in the 
application, the project should evaluate the following additional methods in the test:
a. Dredging - small or large areas could be dredged to remove the highly nutrient rich 
sediments, plant roots and fragments, preventing rapid regrowth of weeds. Consider 
dredging in areas with greatest sediment deposition and highest densities of weeds.
b. Fill. Lagoon areas with greatest stagnation, highest solar radiation and water 
temperatures appear to host the greatest densities of weeds. Consider filling these 
areas with clean sands and gravels and eliminate these areas from the connected 
lake/lagoon system. These areas could be planted with native meadow grasses 
and/or be open for other recreational opportunities (e.g. volleyball, picnics).

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-40
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Include an alternative that specifically tests the use of fill and the elimination of 
areas with the greatest densities of the targeted species. Measure adjacent areas 
for effects of this method on plant regrowth and transport

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-41
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Include an alternative that includes dredging of the sediments with the greatest 
potential for weed growth. Consider placing clean sands over the dredged area as 
part of alternative to slow down plant regrowth.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-44

STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 8/2/2019 Eric Gillies

California State Lands 
Commission Email Letter

At the June 27, 2019, public meeting for the Project at TRPA, there was considerable 
discussion and recommendation for development of an alternative to install a dam 
or barrier at the navigation channel entrance and interface with Lake Tahoe. 
Please ensure that the EIS/EIR provides detailed description and illustration on the 
specific location and lake bottom elevations of the dam. 

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-46
SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

A third alternative that should be included in the EIR/EIS, in addition to the no action 
alternative and the test method alternative, is to restore as much of the lagoons to 
the historic wetland marsh habitat as possible. This alternative should be examined 
from both environmental and economic perspectives; i.e., the costs of continued and 
likely increasing treatment to remove aquatic invasive weeds spread from the Keys 
throughout the lake must be evaluated against the cost of restoring the lagoons back 
to marshland habitat where wildlife, scenic and other recreational benefits may be 
obtained.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-47

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

A fourth alternative should also be considered and that is to close off the lagoons 
from their connection to Lake Tahoe either permanently or temporarily. For 
example, a complete barrier, such as steel, be installed between the lake and the 
lagoons to completely remove hydrologic connectivity to the lake. Once the weeds 
and their seeds have been completely eradicated, the barrier can be removed. 
Alternatively, installing a system of gates or locks that allow boats to travel between 
the lake and the lagoons while keeping the two water bodies separate and 
disconnected would prevent flow and transport of pollutants from the lagoons to 
Lake Tahoe. However, there is still the risk of transport via groundwater. 
Nonetheless, this alternative should be examined in the draft EIR/EIS and all risks 
regarding transport of all pollutants discharged into or from the lagoons (e.g. 
aluminum) to Lake Tahoe should be evaluated.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives
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ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-48
Comment on 
TKPOA Aquatic 
Weeds Control Plan 8/1/2019 Pablo Ortega Email 

The Tahoe Keys project CEQA documents should include discussion/analysis on:
a. possible reconfiguration with wetlands infill restoration in the most problematic 
areas

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-51
R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

Separation of the Tahoe Keys Lagoons from Lake Tahoe by use of a permanent 
(lock) or semipermanent (inflatable bladder dam) barrier to protect Lake Tahoe 
from all Aquatic Invasive Species that are present in the Tahoe Keys Lagoons

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-51
S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

Separation of the Tahoe Keys Lagoons from Lake Tahoe by use of a permanent 
(lock) or semipermanent (inflatable bladder dam) barrier to protect Lake Tahoe 
from all Aquatic Invasive Species that are present in the Tahoe Keys Lagoons

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

BG-11
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

If the entire lake is threatened by weeds, could the Keys be cut off from the rest of 
the lake?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

BG-12
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Can you physically block off areas of the Keys to be able to target treatment?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives BT-2

FW_ Close the 
waterway 6/11/2019 Will Gagliasso Email

Unfortunately the best solution is to close the access to the lake.  for the 
homeowners that lose a docking slip, hopefully more buoys can be put in the lake for 
their boats and use a dingy to go back and forth.  the lake safety for all is at stake.  
the lagoons can be kept so the look is the same just no direct access.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-3
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Analyze returning some areas of the Keys to marshland, especially areas where 
water circulation and aeration are low.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-4 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

Include in the analysis draining and excavating the Keys.  Can we test this option in a 
small area of the Keys?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-5 TKPOA.scoping.co
mments.6.25.19 6/25/2019 Scoping Meeting Comment Card

The only solution is to fill in the lagoons, no way to achieve 75% reduction 
reasonably. If they do not fill in, they should have more experienced hand-pullers 
with higher success rates

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-6
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Consider filling in or shrinking the Keys as an alternative.
considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-7
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Consider damming, draining and filling everything in the alternatives.
considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-8
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Include in the analysis closing off the Keys lagoons (waterways only) and letting 
them return to marsh.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-9 SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070220 6/25/2019 Stations

consider dewatering the Keys temporarily to remove weeds and seedbed. Consider 
testing this approach in a segment of the lagoon as part of the methods test (e.g., 
apply in a dead-end lagoon – desiccate, dredge, rewater)

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-10 SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070230 6/25/2019 Stations

Close off the Keys from the Lake and allow it to return to its natural marsh 
community. Keys property owners could live on a marsh instead of open water.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives DW-11 FW_ Tahoe Keys_2 6/10/2019 Steve Malmquist Email

Let’s acquire all the waterways by eminent domain and fill them in, thereby 
eliminating the environment where invasive species live

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-12
FW_ Tahoe Keys. 
The only real 
solution 6/27/2019 Lynn Lawrence Email

Block off keys and drain it to remove weeds. Ask for receipts of inspection before 
launching boats

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DW-13

FW_ Tahoe keys_3 6/11/2019 Steve Lovette Email

Before I die, I pray that that hallowed ground will be turned back into meadows to 
once again inspire, delight and edify children.  

A superfund site? A dam to keep boats and non native species at bay?  Raise taxes 
many times to pay for the damage caused by homeowners?  Sue to demolish the 
homes, infrastructure, piers and garish business?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DR-1
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Why is dredging not an alternative? considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

DR-2 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

If the lake level goes so low again that the bottom of the Keys is exposed and 
dredging is possible, can a permit be put in place to dredge when this occurs?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives DW-1

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Can we test draining the Keys? How can this be included in the analysis if the current 
project is just tests and not a full management strategy? 

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives DW-2

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

What is the feasibility of draining the Keys?  How would this play out in the cost 
feasibility analysis vs the impacts to the entire lake? What would it do to 
infrastructure?  

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives HB-6

NO to use of 
herbicides at Tahoe 
Keys 7/12/2019 Robert Goldman Email

I so wish this whole inappropriately sited development could be taken down. Is 
there a billionaire to buy everyone out!? 

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives HB-39 Be aggressive! 7/4/2019 Greg Felton Email

PLEASE take aggressive action to fix this (for instance, block the two harbor 
entrances and apply herbicide)

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ALTERNATIVES
TAHOE KEYS MODIFICATION Non-Chemical Alternatives AA-55

TRPA June 2019 
Gverning Board 
Minutes 6/26/2019 Ed Moser Governing Board Comments Why not restore the Tahoe Keys to its natural state, at least by filling in the lagoons

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Alternatives Analysis

CL-1 SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070221 6/25/2019 Stations

need to be sure that EIR/EIS reviewers understand the difference between the need 
to consider adequate range of alternatives and the subsequent LA decision as to 
which alternative(s) to implement

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Alternatives Analysis

AA-18
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Analyze the need for perpetual treatment and how this is best accomplished.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Alternatives Analysis

AA-22 SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070223 6/25/2019 Stations

can we take advantage of success in knocking back weeds in test to move forward 
and control those areas for the long term?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Alternatives Analysis

AA-43
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

The EIR/EIS must include an evaluation of potential direct and indirect impacts of 
each of the weed control methods and the EIR/EIS alternatives. Impacts to be 
evaluated include impacts to water recreational use during testing, decreased water 
quality causing harm to humans, domestic animals, wildlife and aquatic life. For 
impacts identified, mitigation and elimination of risk or impact must be considered 
and described.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Alternatives Analysis EA-7

FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Include in DEIR a cumulative effects analysis developed as described under CEQA 
Guidelines § 15130. Please include all potential direct and indirect project related 
impacts to lakeshore habitats, aquatic habitats, sensitive species and other sensitive 
habitats, and adjacent natural habitats in the
cumulative effects analysis. General and specific plans, as well as past, present, and 
anticipated future projects, should be analyzed relative to their impacts on similar 
plant communities and
wildlife habitats.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Alternatives Analysis

WE-3 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

How will you discern the origin of the weeds?  Boats vs turions, "Signal vs Noise" 
Combine control methods in Lake Tallac to help discern.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Alternatives Analysis

WE-4 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

Is there a possibility of re-infestation of weeds between the potential tests and long-
term management strategy implementation?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

FI-2
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Include in the document what is being done with fish in the Keys. considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

AA-15
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Analyze how combinations of treatments will best address the problem of turions.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

AA-17
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Consider in the analysis how curlyleaf pondweed grows in different temperatures. 
Does it just grow in cooler parts?  Does it die above 70 degrees?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

BG-6c
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter Include performance measures that that evaluate native plant and animal species

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

BG-16 SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070236 6/25/2019 Stations need to explain the ecological basis of the invasion of aquatic weeds 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

EA-2

FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Include in DEIR an assessment of the various habitat types located within the 
project footprint, and a map that identifies the location of each habitat type. 
Adjoining habitat areas should also be included in this assessment where site 
activities could lead to direct or indirect impacts offsite. Habitat mapping at the 
alliance level will help establish baseline vegetation conditions.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology EA-3

FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Include in DEIR a general biological inventory of the fish, amphibian, reptile, bird, 
and m+G160ammal species that are present or have the potential to be present 
within each habitat type onsite and within adjacent areas that could be affected by 
the project. The Department’s California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) 
provides information on previously reported sensitive species and habitat and may 
be accessed at https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Data/CNDDB/Maps-and-Data#43018408-
cnddbin-bios.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

EA-4

FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Include in DEIR an inventory of rare, threatened, endangered, and other sensitive 
species located within the project footprint and within offsite areas with the 
potential to be affected, including California Species of Special Concern (CSSC) and 
California Fully Protected Species (Fish and Game Code §3511). Species to be 
addressed should include all those which meet the CEQA definition (CEQA Guidelines 
§ 15380). The inventory should address seasonal variations in use of the project area 
and should not be limited to resident species.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology EA-5

FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Include in DEIR information on the regional setting that is critical to an assessment 
of environmental impacts, with special emphasis on resources that are rare or 
unique to the region (CEQA Guidelines §15125[c]).

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

EA-6
FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Include in DEIR a discussion of potential impacts to biological resources resulting 
from use of aquatic herbicides, changes in the amount and type of aquatic plants 
present, changes in the nature of the benthic habitat, and potential changes to 
benthic macroinvertebrate communities.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology EA-11

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

How will native plant and animal species be impacted and do any methods result in 
protection of native plant and animal species or encourage their recovery and 
restoration in the long term? 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

EA-12
KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

What is a realistic vision or goal for the future ecological condition for the Tahoe 
Keys lagoons?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology EA-13

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

The Water Board Basin Plan requires a pre-project biological monitoring and 
reporting program and a project monitoring and mitigation program be peer-
reviewed. This plan or a preliminary plan must be developed as part of the EIR/EIS. 
Obtaining peer reviewer comments as part of finalizing the EIR/EIS would be ideal so 
that improvements and changes to the monitoring plans can be shared with the 
public and incorporated into final EIR/EIS prior to approval.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

EA-14 Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

The environmental analysis in the EIR/EIS must consider and incorporate all known 
data and analyses (including pollutant transport and dye studies) conducted at the 
Tahoe Keys in the past as well as relevant information from other freshwater 
systems and situations where invasive plants and animals have been studied and 
managed.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology

FI-1
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts Will the historical fish ecology of Lake Tahoe being considered in the analysis?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology HB-6b

NO to use of 
herbicides at Tahoe 
Keys 7/12/2019 Robert Goldman Email What else might be killed besides the invasive weeds? 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology HB-9

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We request that an analysis be conducted on bioaccumulation of the proposed 
herbicides in wildlife species, specifically the trickle-up effects to raptor species like 
osprey and bald eagles that forage heavily on fish in the shallow waters near the 
Tahoe Keys.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Biology/Ecology HB-10

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We request research be conducted on the potential for proposed herbicides to 
impact Tahoe yellow cress populations. Specifically, at what level do aquatic 
herbicides remain in the substrate in residual amounts and what are the effects on 
terrestrial plant germination and establishment once high water levels recede?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Biology/Ecology
UV-6

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts Need to consider and address the biomass die off with UV light and other methods.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Boating

BG-7

STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 8/2/2019 Eric Gillies

California State Lands 
Commission Email Letter

The Project Description should describe any proposed use of the navigation channel 
entrance from Lake Tahoe for Project activities (entering/exiting activities between 
the Tahoe Keys and Lake Tahoe), including delivery and removal of equipment, 
personnel, work vessels, removed plant materials, etc. For containment of plant 
fragments, the Project Description should attempt to distinguish existing practices 
within the Tahoe Keys and any new proposed methods as part of the Project, 
including any efforts to prevent plant fragments from entering Lake Tahoe from the 
Tahoe Keys.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides

BG-6d
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

If herbicides are employed, water quality monitoring must include the active 
herbicide as well as breakdown products of the active herbicide and herbicide 
formula carrier chemicals (aka ‘inert ingredients’) such as benzene, napthalene, 
xylenes, etc. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides

BG-6e
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Performance measures for herbicides must include a time threshold for chemical 
persistence to ensure a short term impact (weeks to months, not years). If herbicides 
or byproducts are measured at the end of a growing season (in the fall), then 
consider imposing a condition that does not allow subsequent herbicide treatment in 
that area until at least a period of one or two years of non-detectable concentrations 
are measured.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-2

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Include in the analysis examples of successful uses of herbicides for the same 
species at the same scale in other lakes, including Sand Point Lake in Idaho and Lake 
Las Vegas.  (Some thought these would support the use of herbicides, others thought 
they would discourage the use of herbicides.)

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-4

TKPOA.scoping.co
mments.6.25.19 6/25/2019 Lauri Kemper Scoping Meeting Comment Card  Would also like duration and persistence of herbicides to be studied 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-8

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We ask that an exhaustive literature review be conducted on aquatic herbicide use 
in other freshwater lake ecosystems and that this information be used in making 
determinations of the herbicides that will be used. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-14

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

There are several other general topics that should be addressed in analysis: 
Discussion on general issue of chemical adaptation/herbicide resistance and repeat 
application protocol as the norm

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-17a

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

 If Project proponents insist on including ProcellaCOR in the Project, the environment 
review for the Project must include significant analysis of this new herbicide and 
significant mitigation to ensure that this herbicide does not result in undue harm to 
the ecosystem or native wildlife in pursuit of the Project.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-18

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

With regards to herbicides on the whole, the League requests as part of the 
environmental review a thorough analysis of case studies from other similar 
locations that may show successful transition from herbicide applications to non-
chemical methods for maintenance of aquatic invasive plants over the long-term. If 
Tahoe is the first place such a transition has been attempted, this should be 
highlighted and analyzed in the environmental review for the Project.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-25

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Furthermore, researchers studying watermilfoil in two Minnesota lakes, Minnetonka 
and Christmas lakes, discovered that hybrid watermilfoil plants were more prevalent 
in areas treated with herbicides than those areas with little herbicide management, 
suggesting that large scale herbicide treatments, such as in the Keys’ 172 acres of 
lagoons, could promote hybridization and greater tolerances to treatment

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-25b

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The failures of herbicide use also must be fully discussed in the draft EIR/EIS. Those 
failures should include, but not be limited to Big Bear Lake and Clear Lake.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-26

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Finally, and most perhaps most significantly, recent reports, such as Hybrid Milfoil: 
Management Implications and Challenges, suggest that starting down the course of 
herbicide use becomes a perpetual practice that becomes less effective over time. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides IS-3

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Analyze what we have learned from other lakes dealing with AIS to understand 
what can work best in Lake Tahoe.  Look at Big Bear Lake to understand how well 
herbicides are working there.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides

RA-7

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The benefits of aquatic weed treatment in perpetuity (e.g., providing Tahoe Keys 
home owners the ability to navigate their boats from their docks at their backyards 
into Lake Tahoe) must be evaluated against (1) the benefits from restoration dollars 
spent on environmental improvement projects throughout the basin that benefit 
everyone, (2) the benefits to all by providing both wildlife habitat and improved Lake 
Tahoe water quality instead of the nuisance and threat to Lake Tahoe’s water quality 
that the lagoons have become, (3) the benefits from removal of the source of the 
problem: the water conditions (high temperatures and high concentration of 
nutrients) that lead to growth of the aquatic weeds, and (4) the complete 
incapacitation and removal of the weeds and their potential return through burial of 
their seeds, which will not be removed or affected by herbicides. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-29

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The Keys are infested to such a degree that it is highly likely there will be no light 
except at the very surface. Therefore, triclorpyr will be persistent in the water 
column at the Keys due to the lack of light.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides

WE-6
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Look at mesocosm studies over multiple years to understand how weeds mutate in 
response to multiple years/applications of herbicides.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria CB-2

Cyanotoxins at low 
doses 6/26/2019 Trish Email

Here is the link to "Cyanotoxins at low doses induce apoptosis and inflammatory 
effects in murine brain cells: Potential implications for neurodegenerative diseases": 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214750015300974

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria CB-3

Cyanobacteria and 
Herbicides 6/26/2019 Trish Email Academic article on toxological impact of herbicides on cyanobacteria 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria CB-4 Mail 6/26/2019 Trish Email Youtube link about cyano toxins effect on brain https://youtu.be/v5qQmOKHdJo

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria

CB-5
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Cyanobacteria problem is intensifying with the no action alternative.  Show 
the risks and mitigation plans for each alternative.  

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria

CB-6
Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

 Show the risks of cyanobacteria to human and animal health as it relates to 
project alternatives.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria

CB-7 SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070228 6/25/2019 Stations

address the potential human health effects of cyanotoxins and the risks to the 
population they pose. Use available data

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria

CB-8 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

What do you know about the threat of cyanobacteria and what is the plan to 
mitigate water and airborne cyanobacteria.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria

CB-10

EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

The Draft EIS/EIR should describe the recent occurrence of toxin-producing Harmful 
Algal Blooms (HABs) in the Tahoe Keys and evaluate the potential for synergistic 
effects of proposed herbicides and HABs in the event these should occur during the 
project. For example, certain cyanobacterial species release toxins when they die; 
herbicide use during a HAB event could exacerbate toxin production.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria

CB-10a EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

 The Draft EIS/EIR should further explain what measures will be implemented to 
reduce the likelihood of HABs during the project, how their presence will be 
monitored, and what mitigations could be used to respond to them if they occur.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Cyanobacteria RG-4

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

There are several other general topics that should be addressed in analysis: 
Discussion on algae bloom potential / cyanobacteria and control options.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Hydrology WQ-7

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Show how the flow of the water between the Keys and Lake Tahoe works.  Studies I 
have seen from the water suppliers show that water from the Keys circulates 
throughout the lake.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Indirect Effects

RA-6

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

The EIR/EIS must consider indirect effects as well as direct impacts of the proposed 
projects. There may be unintended consequences, such as increased odors or 
increased algal growth as a result of focusing on elimination of fixed aquatic 
plants.This can be the result of decomposition of plants and/or the removal of the 
current mechanism to filter and sequester nutrients from the water column and 
sediments into plant biomass and/or the atmosphere. Other indirect effects and 
possible unintended consequences should be considered.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Non-Chemical Alternatives

EA-10

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

The League also requests that the environmental review for the Project include 
significantly more analysis on year two non-chemical methods that will be used 
for maintaining the aquatic invasive plants at an acceptable population level. If the 
goal of the Project is to have a long-term plan that can rely on non-chemical methods 
for maintenance, the Project needs to test as many combinations of non-chemical 
methods as possible in year two and during year three monitoring and maintenance 
as proposed above.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Planning History

AA-3 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

Can evaluation and implementation of a long-term management plan be expedited 
via this process?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality WQ-9

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts Who is doing the anti-deg analysis?  When can we read it?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality

AA-2 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

Include in the analysis the various sources of nutrient runoff and how to best 
address.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality

BG-6b
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

How will water quality be measured and compared pre and post weed control 
method? What water quality parameters are expected to change under each control 
method? What water quality changes will be considered negative or positive? What 
area and time periods will be considered for evaluating changes in weed biomass and 
extent, and water quality? 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality EA-9

EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

In addition to the suite of methods described in the NOP for controlling 
environmental factors favorable to aquatic weed growth (i.e., laminar-flow aeration, 
floating island wetlands, algae control technologies, and water circulation methods), 
EPA recommends that the  project consider control and monitoring of urban and 
residential nutrient-laden runoff. Controlling nutrient inputs to the lagoons has the 
benefit of potentially reducing invasive plants that do not have root structure and of 
reducing the potential for algae blooms.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality EA-13b

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Water quality analyses must include key active and inert, but potentially harmful, 
ingredients of any herbicide used. Water temperature, dissolved oxygen, dissolved 
and total aluminum, nitrogen and phosphorus and turbidity are minimum water 
quality parameters to be measured. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality

EA-18 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Where was testing for nutrient runoff done?  Where were samples taken?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality EA-21

Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Please incorporate key learnings from previous Keys studies in the analysis.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality

AA-33 EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

The Draft EIS/EIR should identify how the beneficial uses of the Tahoe Keys lagoon 
will be protected.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality

The heterogeneity of conditions in the lagoons described in the NOP could also 
complicate the analysis of results to definitively attribute a particular outcome to a 
specific treatment approach.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality WQ-14

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

There are 169 outlets/drains to the Keys.  How many are being tested for nutrient 
runoff?  Are there storm water filters on all 169 outlets?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality

WE-7
Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Nutrients + Circulation + Temperature = The Weeds Problem.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality WQ-2

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

One of the project goals is to improve water quality. What is the current water 
quality? Why does it need to be improved and to what level of quality?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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ANTI-DEGRADATION/TEST 
ANALYSIS Water Quality WQ-5

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The invasive aquatic weeds at the Keys impair beneficial uses such as cold freshwater 
habitat and water contact and non-contact recreation according to the Lahontan 
Water Board’s Order No. R6T-2014-0059. This fact alone should require the Water 
Board to address beneficial use impairment with solutions that not just remove the 
weeds but solve the underlying problem of elevated temperatures and nutrients in 
the lagoons. While deepening the channels and providing aeration may lower 
temperatures, this will not address the nutrients flowing into the lagoons from both 
the Keys property owners and surrounding community through the 169 untreated 
storm water inlets that flow into the lagoons. Climate change will also continue to 
increase temperatures and any efforts to decrease the temperatures in the lagoons 
will likely be undone by these climate related changes. Furthermore, any alternatives 
that include deepening the channels will need to address the aluminum sulfate, Alum, 
that was dumped in large quantities during the development of the Keys 
infrastructure. Returning the lagoons to marsh habitat will serve to both filter the 
nutrients from the surrounding developed areas as well as provide additional 
beneficial uses and intrinsic value through increased wildlife habitat. Home owners 
in the Keys will be able to enjoy the benefits of bird-watching and other wildlife 
viewing while only being slightly inconvenienced by docking their boat elsewhere. 
This alternative would also begin to mitigate the years of destruction of the largest 
wetland in the Tahoe basin, a wetland that performed as the kidneys of the lake, 
filtering sediment and nutrients from the glacial till in the lower part of the Upper 
Truckee River watershed upon which South Lake Tahoe was built.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Biology/Ecology
FI-3 SCOPING MEETING 

NOTES_jp 070231 6/25/2019 Stations

historical fish assemblage in Lake Tahoe included smaller fish species (apparently 
now extirpated?) that played a role in naturally controlling algae on rocks (and 
AIS?)

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Biology/Ecology FN-9

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Management of these weeds should be based on ecological principles and sound 
biological information—not convenience or cost.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Boating
BG-6a

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter Won’t the recovery of native aquatic plant species impact vessel hull clearance? 

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Boating BT-1 FW_  Tahoe Keys 6/10/2019 Rich Hutchison Email
Please react as soon as possible to eradicate these weeds.  Plus take any action to 
restrict boating in or out of the area to slow the spread.

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Boating BT-4

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Are boats in the Keys removed and cleaned/sprayed in the winter to remove 
seeds?

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Boating BT-7

Comment on 
TKPOA Aquatic 
Weeds Control Plan 8/1/2019 Pablo Ortega Email 

b. boats should be required to use the boat backup station, make it mandatory in 
the HOA regulations

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Boating BT-8

R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

Implementation of a “Clean, Drain, Dry” program for all boats entering Lake Tahoe 
from the Tahoe Keys Lagoons. The current watercraft inspection program facilitated 
by the Tahoe Resource Conservation District, consists of a protocol that needs to be 
completed before entering Lake Tahoe, it has prevented the introduction of new 
Aquatic Invasive Species since implementation1. The Tahoe Keys property owners, 
guests, and customers have proven their negligence for protecting Lake Tahoe and 
should have their privilege of skipping the watercraft inspection program protocol 
revoked until the threat of Aquatic Invasive Species has been removed.

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Boating BT-8

S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

Implementation of a “Clean, Drain, Dry” program for all boats entering Lake Tahoe 
from the Tahoe Keys Lagoons. The current watercraft inspection program facilitated 
by the Tahoe Resource Conservation District, consists of a protocol that needs to be 
completed before entering Lake Tahoe, it has prevented the introduction of new 
Aquatic Invasive Species since implementation1. The Tahoe Keys property owners, 
guests, and customers have proven their negligence for protecting Lake Tahoe and 
should have their privilege of skipping the watercraft inspection program protocol 
revoked until the threat of Aquatic Invasive Species has been removed.

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Financial 
What, if any, type of aquatic plants can be supported in the lagoons over the long 
term and how will that be accomplished? 

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

AQUATIC WEED MANAGEMENT Water Quality

AD-1a

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

while at the same time addressing the root of the problem with regard to 
nutrients, temperature and other physical, chemical, and biological conditions in 
the lagoons. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

BACKGROUND INFORMATION Alternatives Analysis

BG-6
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

The project application states that project effectiveness will be evaluated based on 
performance criteria that includes measuring effects on water quality, a 75% 
reduction in targeted species biomass, and maintenance of three feet vessel hull 
clearance. There is also mention that a 75% reduction of the non-native weed species 
will allow the native weed species to return. 

COMMENT NOTED
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-21
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The herbicides that are proposed for use and testing are Endothall, Triclopyr, 
Penoxsulam, and ProcellaCOR. The fate and transport of all pesticides once released 
into the environment is complex and difficult to predict. The science of risk 
assessments is imperfect at best when dealing with the complexities of the water 
environment. The varying nature of surface water properties, such as chemistry (e.g.: 
pH and dissolved oxygen concentrations), depth, temperature, flow rates, 
temperature and clarity (e.g.: suspended sediment and microscopic organisms), can 
greatly affect movement and fate of the pesticides. There are also varying 
formulations of each pesticide, each with different fate and transport properties. In 
addition, the combinations of pesticides that are proposed add to the complexity 
through their interactions. Depending on their persistence in the environment, 
uptake by microorganisms could lead to bioaccumulation up through the food chain.

COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-24
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Chapter Email Letter

Also, in a study conducted by the San Francisco Estuary Institute and funded by the 
California State Water Resources Control Board after a series of legal decisions, the 
“use of surfactants in conjunction with aquatic herbicides was positively associated 
with greater ecosystem impacts. Results therefore warrant full risk characterization 
for all adjuvant compounds.”1 In Canada, researchers have reported that “certain 
surfactants used to increase herbicide efficacy have been suggested to be more toxic 
than the herbicide itself.”2

COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-25a
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Additionally, use of persistent organic pollutants such as herbicides have been linked 
to increasing growth of cyanobacteria (blue-green algae), which produce toxins 
potent enough to cause human death (Inland Waters, 2016, 6, pp.124-130).

COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-30
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Penoxsulam causes cancer and kidney and liver damage, has a number of breakdown 
products and has not been tested thoroughly for toxicity. “Penoxsulam is expected to 
be moderately persistent in aerobic aquatic environments not susceptible to aqueous 
photolysis” (darkened environments like those with copious amounts of weeds) 
(https://archive.epa.gov/pesticides/chemicalsearch/chemical/foia/web/pdf/119031/
119031-2007-01-31a.pdf).
According to Wisconsin’s Department of Natural Resources (DNR PUB-WT-977, 
2012), as penoxsulam breaks down, twelve degradation products are created. Six of 
these are more persistent in the environment than penoxsulam itself: BSTCA (half-life 
67-
770days), 2-amino-TCA, 5-OH-penoxsulam, SFA, sulfonamide, and 5,8-di-OH. 
Penoxsulam doesn’t bind to sediments, so leaching through soil into groundwater is 
likely. Three of the more persistent degradates have been tested for mobility and are 
also mobile through soil.
Wisconsin also reports that “(t)he half-life for penoxsulam is between 12 and 38 
days. Penoxsulam must remain in contact with plants for around 60 days. Thus, 
supplemental applications following initial treatment may be required to maintain 
adequate concentration exposure time.” (Wisconsin’s Aquatic Plant Management, 
https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/EIA/documents/APMSA/APMSAdraft.pdf) Therefore, this 
herbicide would require repeated treatments with high persistence levels.

COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-27
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Although each pesticide listed above has been approved by EPA, including the 
recently approved ProcellaCOR, this fact does not provide reassurance, particularly 
for any pesticide that has been approved in the last several years under the current 
administration. The following information on the list of herbicides proposed is readily 
available from the internet.

COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION Information Share IS-1 EWM 7/9/2019 Catherine McGlynn

NY Bureau of Invasive 
Species and Ecosystem 
Health, NY State 
Department of 
Environmental 
Conservation Email Sending NY State EWM Report to Dennis

COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION Jurisdiction
JD-1 TKPOA SRC 

meeting on NOP 7 7/18/2019 SRC Notes CA State Lands has no jurisdiction
COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION Protection MS-3
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Sierra Club supports the Precautionary Principle: “When an activity potentially 
threatens human health or the environment, the proponent of the activity, rather 
than the public, should bear the burden of proof as to the harmlessness of the 
activity. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full 
scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent 
environmental degradation.”

COMMENT NOTED

BACKGROUND INFORMATION Protection HB-31
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The fact that Tahoe is a national treasure as determined by Congress, is evidence 
enough to support a general understanding by the people of California and Nevada 
that Lake Tahoe must be protected from past severe ecological damages and those 
damages must be removed and restored to assure that Lake Tahoe will be better 
protected in the future

California Depart

BACKGROUND INFORMATION Regulatory RG-7
FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Upon receipt of a complete notification, the Department determines if the proposed 
project activities may substantially adversely affect existing fish and wildlife 
resources and whether a Lake and Streambed Alteration (LSA) Agreement is 
required. An LSA Agreement includes measures necessary to protect existing fish and 
wildlife resources. CDFW may suggest ways to modify your project that would 
eliminate or reduce harmful impacts to fish and wildlife resources.

COMMENT NOTED
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION Regulatory RG-8
FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

The Department’s issuance of an LSA Agreement is a “project” subject to CEQA (see 
Pub. Resources Code 21065). To facilitate issuance of an LSA Agreement, if 
necessary, the DEIR should fully identify the potential impacts to the lake, stream, or 
riparian resources, and provide adequate avoidance, mitigation, and monitoring and 
reporting commitments. Early consultation with the Department is recommended, 
since modification of the proposed project may be required to avoid or reduce 
impacts to fish and wildlife resources. To obtain a Lake or Streambed Alteration 
notification package, please go to 
https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Conservation/LSA/Notify-CDFW.

COMMENT NOTED

COST
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides

AD-1c

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Expense should not be used as a reason for the use of herbicides due to the 
precedent-setting nature of their use in an ONRW.

addressed in alternative selection 
criteria

COST Financial FN-2

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Include in the analysis the estimated cost of each control method. addressed in alternative selection 
criteria

COST Financial FN-4

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

There are several other general topics that should be addressed in analysis: Fiscal 
analysis of various control methods including consultant fees, regulatory fees and 
mitigation measure expenditures

addressed in alternative selection 
criteria

COST Financial FN-5

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

If feasibility as part of criteria includes costs, what is the cost threshold to consider 
something infeasible? How is this determined? What happens if more money can be 
put to this problem?  What changes in how the problem is addressed?

addressed in alternative selection 
criteria

COST Financial FN-7

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Although EIR/EIS documents are not required to consider costs, I support and 
encourage the development of estimated costs for each project alternative 
evaluated in the EIR/EIS and include the costs of all monitoring, mitigation, written 
evaluation and permit reporting requirements associated with each alternative as 
best as possible so that Tahoe Keys property owners and public agencies that may be 
funding this project can include an evaluation and comparison of costs when making 
decisions on final management plans.

addressed in alternative selection 
criteria

COST Financial FN-8
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We also believe the Tahoe Keys community needs to bear the full cost of 
treatment for these weeds. The Tahoe Keys is the cause of this problem, and the 
public should not have to pay for the proper management of this development. 
TKPOA claims to have spent $3.7 million so far for weed management (not including 
harvesting). 

COMMENT NOTED

COST Financial FN-8a
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The dollars spent on the NOP and EIR/EIS will not be spent only by Tahoe Keys Home 
Owners Association, but by the entire community. In fact, according to the TRPA’s 
spreadsheet list of projects in the Environmental Improvement Program (EIP), up to 
$6 million of public money is proposed to be used on the weed infestation at the 
Keys. These dollars could be spent on lake-wide EIP projects that are not caused by 
one man-made problem that has grown out of control.

COMMENT NOTED

COST Financial RG-1

FW_ Tahoe Keys 
Aquatic Invasive 
Weeds Public 
Comment 6/11/2019 Evelyn Rincon Email

Use the funds generated from realistic fines placed on Tahoe Keys every time a leak 
is discovered or an environmental violation is discovered to pay for the clean-up. For 
example, whatever the current fines are increase them by 10% each time a violation 
is repeated and attach a 30 day jail sentencing to bring severity to their violations if 
the person/persons are fined more than twice in one year. The city can set up a clean-
up fund from theses fines that will surely continue.

COMMENT NOTED

COST Financial LC-2 Tahoe Keys 8/16/2019 David Barry Email

The properties causing the problem should take full responsibility and pay for the 
solution that is best for everyone. The needs (clean water) of the many out way the 
needs (profits) of the few.

COMMENT NOTED

COST IMPACT Socioeconomics FN-6

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Include in the economic analysis the potential impacts to the entire lake economy.

addressed in No Action Alternative

COST IMPACT Socioeconomics
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First, with regard to allowing lower water quality to accommodate important 
economic or social development in the area in which the waters are located, the very 
viability of this “area,” which includes the entire Lake Tahoe basin, not just the Tahoe 
Keys area, depends on its high quality waters for its economic and social well-being. 
Allowing a lowering of water quality undermines the tourist economy in which this 
area depends.

COMMENT NOTED

GENERAL OPPOSITION OR 
SUPPORT

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides WQ-1 public comment 7/1/2019 David and Lynne Brisco Email

If you allow the Tahoe Keys Homeowners to uses toxic chemicals to remove their 
weeds, you will have failed all Tahoe Basin residents. We get our drinking water from 
the Lake. Yet, you allow unregulated motorboat activity on the Lake, you encourage 
high density development, which attracts ever more traffic and pollution to Tahoe. 
You are failing us, the residents.

COMMENT NOTED

GENERAL OPPOSITION OR 
SUPPORT

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides LC-1 Tahoe Keys 8/15/2019 David Barry Email

Don’t poison the lake and my drinking water. It would be short sighted to allow the 
lake to be poisoned when other methods are available. 

COMMENT NOTED

GENERAL OPPOSITION OR 
SUPPORT Financial FN-1 FW_ solutions 6/22/2019 Laurelee Barnes Email

I am in favor of immediately implementing any environmental methods that are 
available to get rid of the invasive weeds.. Do what it takes to get rid of them.  If 
TKPOA has to pay, then assess all of us homeowners or better yet, revise the budget 
to allow for spending to eradicate this menace. We have got to get rid of these 
weeds!  If we need the money, sell the land off Dover on the Lagoon, that is currently 
in question.

COMMENT NOTED

GENERAL OPPOSITION OR 
SUPPORT Financial P-2 FW_ Clean Lake 6/24/2019 Peter von Christierson Email

Tahoe is one of the cleanest waterways in the US if not the world thanks to TRPA's 
effort.  Thank you very much. A donation  has been made.

COMMENT NOTED
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GENERAL OPPOSITION OR 
SUPPORT Financial P-3

FW_ Fundraisers, 
events or research 6/24/2019 Gia Richards Email

Let me know if you need any assistance with fundraising, events or research. COMMENT NOTED

GENERAL OPPOSITION OR 
SUPPORT Other P-1

FW_  1960 water in 
Tahoe 6/10/2019 Tina Masterson Panzer Email Glad to hear you guy's are taking care of the lake

COMMENT NOTED

HISTORY Planning History

BG-3

CSLT-
NOP_Comment 
Letter2019073020
19 7/30/2019 Ray Jarvis

Public Works Director, 
City of Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Historical information included in the TKPOA Updated 2017 Integrated 
Management Plan is inconsistent with the written record related to the history of 
the aquatic weeds issue in the Tahoe Keys Lagoons. Page ii of the Updated 2017 
Integrated Management Plan inaccurately states: “From the 1960s until the 1980s, 
the lagoons and waterways were largely clear and free of invasive weeds.” Written 
records and communications between the City and Dillingham indicate that as early 
as 1971, the aquatic weeds were becoming an issue, requiring a “multi-purpose work 
boat that will cut and collect weeds, suck and suction dredge, skim slicks….” (see 
Attachment A, page 4). The 1974 Evaluation of the Tahoe Keys Water Quality 
Management Program noted that the Water Management Program included “the 
design and construction of a weed cutting work boat” (page 1-1). This boat was 
referred to as the “Tahoe Keys Dragon” and was “designed to cut and collect weeds 
growing from sediments on the bottoms of lagoons” (page 3-15). The 1974 
document noted that bottom layers of the lagoons were characterized as reflecting 
“the continuing input of silt from undeveloped lots and shoreline area and the 
additional aquatic weeds which grow, die and decompose” (page E-1). In short, all 
subsequent analysis should be based on the historic record that aquatic invasive 
weeds have been a significant issue since the construction of the Tahoe Keys and did 
not begin during the 1980s.

COMMENT NOTED

HISTORY Planning History
BG-10

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts If the Keys were not built, would we still be dealing with the problem of AIS?

HISTORY Planning History

BG-14

CSLT-
NOP_Comment 
Letter2019073020
19 7/30/2019 Ray Jarvis

Public Works Director, 
City of Lake Tahoe Email Letter

During the June 27, 2019 stakeholder meeting, it was incorrectly stated that the 
Tahoe Keys Lagoon treatment system was installed by the City of South Lake Tahoe 
in the 1970s. This is incorrect and the record should reflect that the now defunct 
1970s circulation and water quality control system was constructed by Dillingham 
Land Corporation, formalized in the July 21, 1970 “Agreement for Construction and 
Maintenance of, and establishing Minimum Performance Standards for, a Water 
Quality Control System for the Tahoe Keys Areas of the City of South Lake Tahoe”, 
included as Attachment A. This includes the Weir and Flood Gate at the Venice Drive 
Bridge, which was designed by William F. Pillsbury for construction by Dillingham 
Land Corporation, with the City issuing an encroachment permit allowing for the 
construction of the dam by Dillingham (see Attachment B). As noted in the original 
July 21, 1970 agreement between Dillingham and the City, it was anticipated that the 
water quality system would eventually be owned and operated by the Tahoe Keys 
residents (being the Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association). On page 18 of the 
agreement, it clearly states:
X. No Dedication: Nothing contained herein shall in any manner be construed to 
constitute a dedication or an offer of dedication of the water quality system, or any 
portion thereof, or of the Tahoe Keys man-made waterways, or any portion thereof, 
to the City. Said system and said waterways shall remain the private property of 
those persons or entities entitled thereto.
On March 7, 1976, The Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association and the Dillingham 
Development Company entered into an agreement conveying responsibility for 
management, operation and maintenance of the water quality control system to the 
Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association (see Attachment C). The environmental 
analysis should include correct information  the TKPOA as the entity responsible for 
the management, operation and maintenance of the 1970s Water Quality Control 
System constructed by Dillingham Development Corporation, as indicated in 
Attachments A, B, and C.G70

COMMENT NOTED

HISTORY Planning History

BG-15

CSLT-
NOP_Comment 
Letter2019073020
19 7/30/2019 Ray Jarvis

Public Works Director, 
City of Lake Tahoe Email Letter

The background section of the 2018 Joint TRPA IEC/CEQA IS does not provide a 
complete description of the 1970s treatment system originally installed by 
Dillingham Land Corporation, or the history of the previous attempts to address the 
growth of aquatic weeds through National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permits and Waste Discharge Requirements issued by the Lahontan Regional 
Water Quality Control Board through 2004. It is important for the environmental 
documents to provide a complete review and summary for analysis and public 
disclosure of all past practices and efforts to address water quality in the Tahoe Keys, 
even those limited and unsuccessful efforts prior to 2001. Section 2.2 (Background) 
of the 2018 Joint TRPA IEC/CEQA IS implies that the Lahontan Water Board issued 
Waste Discharge Requirements starting in 2014 to address non-point source of 
pollution (nutrients) which contribute to the AIS problem. The environmental 
analysis should include a complete list of WDRs that reflect the long history of 
various methods to address nutrient loading and invasive aquatic weeds, including:
- Board Order No. 6-75-48 (NPDES Permit No. CA0102750)
- Board Order No. 6-87-77 (NPDES Permit No. CA0102750)
- Board Order No. 6-92-82 (NPDES Permit No. CA0103021)
- Board Order No. 6-98-35 (NPDES Permit No. CA0103021)
- Board Order No. R6-2004-0024 (NPDES Permit No. CA0103021)

COMMENT NOTED

INDEPENDENT EXPERTS
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-16a

CEQA Scoping 
Comments 8/1/2019 Brady Hodge Email

Herbicides should be considered only with assurances from independent, unrelated,  
third-party scientific experts with no conflict of interest that such use of herbicides 
would be safe to use in the immediate vicinity of the water wells, and safe in the 
event of contact with persons, pets, wildlife, fish, etc

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS
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INDEPENDENT EXPERTS Cyanobacteria
IS-2

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Peer Review Panel suggestions: Dr. Wayne Carmichael; Dr. Paul Alan Cox of Brain 
Chemistry Labs in Jackson Hole, WY; Dr. Elijah Strommel of Dartmoth College COMMENT NOTED

INDEPENDENT EXPERTS Peer Review MGT-1A
EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

 Again, we suggest engaging the Tahoe Science Advisory Council ( or an alternate 
Technical Advisory Committee) in developing and/or peer reviewing the project's 
adaptive management program.

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS

INDEPENDENT EXPERTS Peer Review

 We recommend that lead agencies enlist the participation of the Tahoe Science 
Advisory Committee in developing and/or peer reviewing both the experimental 
design and the effectiveness monitoring program

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS

INDEPENDENT EXPERTS Peer Review CB-1 Cyanobacteria 6/26/2019 Trish Email

I had asked you to consider more of the cyanobacteria issues and thought that it 
would be good if you got in touch with Dr. Wayne Carmichael, an expert in 
cyanotoxins, as well as Dr. Paul Alan Cox from Brain Chemistry Labs.  They both 
specialize in cyanobacteria and would make a great addition to your team. Here is 
their contact info:

Dr. Wayne Camichael: wayne.camichael@wright.edu: 503.755.0711

Dr. Paul Alan Cox: paul@ethnomedicine.org: 801.375.6214

COMMENT NOTED

INDEPENDENT EXPERTS Peer Review
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eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The anti-degradation analysis for the use of herbicides must be thorough and 
complete. This analysis must be included in the Draft EIR/EIS or must be circulated 
for comment prior to the Draft EIR/EIS. The anti-degradation analysis must be 
reviewed by an independent team of water quality and pesticide experts and be 
approved by the State Water Resources Control Board. A panel should be convened, 
open to the public, to review and discuss the results of the analysis.

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS

INDEPENDENT EXPERTS Peer Review
MO-1 Comment_SCC_Key

sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart
Please coordinate with TSAC for peer review - there are many variables and 
complexities involved.  They should be involved in the monitoring plan review.

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS

INDEPENDENT EXPERTS Peer Review EA-19
Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Will TSAC be engaged for peer review of this project and analysis?

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS

INDEPENDENT REVIEW Peer Review MS-4

R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

Please consider assembling a panel of Lake Tahoe citizens to review the Draft EIR, 
in conjunction with an Expert Panel. The ideas that were presented at the public 
meeting were commendable.

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS

INDEPENDENT REVIEW Peer Review MS-4

S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

Please consider assembling a panel of Lake Tahoe citizens to review the Draft EIR, 
in conjunction with an Expert Panel. The ideas that were presented at the public 
meeting were commendable.

addressed in process design for EIR/EIS

MITIGATION Mitigation MT-2
FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

The Department considers adverse project-related impacts to sensitive species and 
habitats to be significant to both local and regional ecosystems, and the DEIR should 
include mitigation measures for adverse project-related impacts to these resources. 
Mitigation measures should emphasize avoidance and reduction of project impacts. 
For unavoidable significant impacts, onsite habitat restoration and/or enhancement 
should be evaluated and discussed in detail. If onsite mitigation is not feasible or 
would not be biologically viable and therefore not adequately mitigate the loss of 
biological functions and values, offsite mitigation through habitat creation, 
restoration, enhancement, and/or acquisition and preservation in perpetuity should 
be addressed.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

MITIGATION Mitigation
WE-2 Comment_SCC_Key

sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart What mitigation methods are being used to control fragments?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

MITIGATION Mitigation

EA-8

FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Fully Protected Species: Fully protected species (Fish and Game Code § 3511) may 
not be taken or possessed at any time. Project activities described in the DEIR should 
be designed to completely avoid any fully protected species that have the potential 
to be present within or adjacent to the project area. The Department also 
recommends that the DEIR fully analyze potential adverse impacts to fully protected 
species due to habitat modification, loss of foraging habitat, and/or interruption of 
migratory and breeding behaviors. The Department recommends that the Lead 
Agency include in the analysis how appropriate avoidance, minimization and 
mitigation measures will reduce indirect impacts to fully protected species.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

NO ACTION - RISK No Action
AA-14

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Analyze the No Action alternative to ascertain the threat to all of Lake Tahoe, 
especially from curlyleaf pondweed, if the status quo is maintained.

addressed in No Action Alternative

NO ACTION - RISK No Action

AA-24
SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070233 6/25/2019 Stations

In the No Action alternative, consider the risk to the Lake as a whole, to the Lake 
ecosystem and ecology, of allowing AIS infestations to continue unabated and 
compare this risk to the risks associated with UV light and herbicides.

addressed in No Action Alternative

NO ACTION - RISK No Action RA-1
TKPOA.scoping.co
mments.6.25.19 6/25/2019 David Blau

League to Save Lake 
Tahoe Scoping Meeting Comment Card

No action alternative should be given a  full risk analysis that examines determiental 
effects to lake ecology, this risk assessment should be equal to risk assessment of 
herbicide use

addressed in No Action Alternative

NO ACTION - RISK No Action

RA-2 Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

The ecological health of the Keys and Lake Tahoe are inseparable.  Please project out 
the risk to the entire lake on the variety of alternatives, including no action.  No 
action alternative, alternatives that include UV light and herbicides.

addressed in No Action Alternative
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NO ACTION - RISK No Action

RA-5

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Lastly, the League requests that the “no project alternative” be analyzed in detail to 
assess the risk to Lake Tahoe from the spread of aquatic invasive species if no action 
is taken. Managers in Tahoe have identified the Tahoe Keys as the site of the largest 
AIS populations in Lake Tahoe (Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. 2014. Lake Tahoe 
Region Aquatic Invasive Species Management Plan, California - Nevada) and this 
presents an unacceptable risk that should be acknowledged in the environmental 
review.

addressed in No Action Alternative

PROJECT GOALS & OBJECTIVES Cyanobacteria
CB-9

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

What about adding a project goal to reduce harmful algal blooms and other 
nuisance algae species? No one wants to successfully control aquatic weeds only to 
cause increased harmful algae to grow.

addressed in project goals and 
objectives

RECREATION Boating BT-6

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

With regard to recreation, the problem is not just about the recreation needs of a 
small group of home owners who want to be able to dock their boats in their 
backyards so that they can navigate out to the lake, this is about TRPA’s long list of 
recreation needs of a far larger and more diverse population of both tourists and 
people who live in 90% of the other parts of the Tahoe basin.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

RECREATION Boating BT-9

R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

Demote recreation as a beneficial use of water. The Test describes a performance 
measure of maintaining 3-feet of vessel hull clearance within the navigable waters of 
the Tahoe Keys Lagoons; this prioritizes the use of motorized watercraft as 
recreation. Putting the focus of motorized watercraft, specifically boats, as a priority 
beneficial use of water is a mistake. The Tahoe Keys Lagoons is the most detrimental 
human activity that Lake Tahoe has been forced to endure, and the privilege of 
recreation for the 1,529 property owners is not in the best interest of the people of 
the State of California

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

RECREATION Boating BT-9

S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

Demote recreation as a beneficial use of water. The Test describes a performance 
measure of maintaining 3-feet of vessel hull clearance within the navigable waters of 
the Tahoe Keys Lagoons; this prioritizes the use of motorized watercraft as 
recreation. Putting the focus of motorized watercraft, specifically boats, as a priority 
beneficial use of water is a mistake. The Tahoe Keys Lagoons is the most detrimental 
human activity that Lake Tahoe has been forced to endure, and the privilege of 
recreation for the 1,529 property owners is not in the best interest of the people of 
the State of California

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

RECREATION Boating RG-2

FW_ Tahoe Keys 
Aquatic Invasive 
Weeds Public 
Comment 6/11/2019 Evelyn Rincon Email

Require mandatory bi-annual inspections of all boats in Tahoe Keys if not already in 
place, that are paid to the city as an additional registration.

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

RECREATION Boating

Since the lagoons naturally are progressing back to a meadow/marsh/lagoonal 
system, control and management will always be needed to maintain open water for 
recreational boating. 

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

RECREATION Recreation (General)
AA-20

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Marshes offer recreation opportunities as well as boating and swimming in the Keys.  
Consider these equally important.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

RECREATION Recreation (General)
AA-21

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

The value of Lake Tahoe goes beyond recreation. This should not be a driving factor 
for how AIS is treated.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-1A FW_ input 6/24/2019 Andy Engelhardt Email

I believe there is Federal Law which prohibits it and no one should be trying to even 
perform a test case.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-20

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Pesticides should be regulated as dangerous materials that play a last-resort role in 
pest management systems. This implies that regulatory judgements concerning the 
need for a chemical should fully address alternative, nonchemical management 
strategies.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY Jurisdiction

AA-44a

STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 8/2/2019 Eric Gillies

California State Lands 
Commission Email Letter

Please be advised that the portion of the navigation channel on the bed of Lake 
Tahoe is under lease with the Commission, pursuant to Lease PRC 5331. If the 
proposed dam or structure encroaches within the lease premises, or in general on 
State sovereign land, then this activity will require authorization from the 
Commission, and the Commission will act as a responsible agency for the Project.

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

REGULATORY Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-37a Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Since the Water Board’s requirements allowing herbicide use insist first on a 
determination of the failure of non-chemical means to meet project goals and 
objectives in managing weeds, it seems necessary that this alternative be sufficiently 
described and evaluated in the EIR/EIS as it may be the only alternative permissible 
at this time.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives UV-4

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

UV light kills everything, herbicides just kill targeted plants.  Why is UV light 
permitted and not herbicides?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives UV-8 TKPOA SRC 

meeting on NOP 7 7/18/2019 SRC Notes
Army Corps considers an outstanding Section 10 violation due to filling of the 
wetland.No plan or proposal to go after the resolution of the violation

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY Planning History
BG-8 Comment_SCC_Key

sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Do WDRs apply to both the Keys and Marina?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives
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REGULATORY Regulatory MT-3
FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

The Department encourages early consultation, as significant modification to the 
proposed project and avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures may be 
necessary to obtain a CESA ITP. Please note that the proposed avoidance, 
minimization, and mitigation measures must be sufficient for the Department to 
conclude that the project’s impacts are fully mitigated and the measures, when taken 
in aggregate, must meet the full mitigation standard. Revisions to the California Fish 
and Game Code, effective January 1998, require that the Department issue a 
separate CEQA document for the issuance of a CESA ITP unless the Project CEQA 
document addresses all Project impacts to listed species and specifies a mitigation 
monitoring and reporting program that will meet the requirements of a CESA permit.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

REGULATORY Regulatory BP-1
SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070225 6/25/2019 Stations explain the criteria for exemption

addressed in project description

REGULATORY Regulatory RG-3

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

In preparation for years of low water (like recent years), can a permit be put in 
place to allow for treatment methods appropriate for low water?  For example, 
excavation or dredging, deepening channels for better aeration.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY Regulatory RG-5
FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

The Department recommends that a CESA ITP be obtained if the project has the 
potential to result in “take” (California Fish and Game Code Section 86 defines “take” 
as “hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or 
kill”) of State-listed CESA species, either through construction or over the life of the 
project. CESA ITPs are issued to conserve, protect, enhance, and restore State-listed 
CESA species and their habitats.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

REGULATORY Regulatory RG-6
FW_CDFW 
Comments 7/17/2019 Gabriele Quillman

California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife-North 
Central Region, Trustee 
Agency Email

Fish and Game Code section 1602 requires an entity to notify the Department prior 
to commencing any activity that may do one or more of the following: Substantially 
divert or obstruct the natural flow of any river, stream or lake; Substantially change 
or use any material from the bed, channel or bank of any river, stream, or lake; or 
Deposit debris, waste or other materials that could pass into any river, stream or 
lake. The use of bottom barriers and aquatic herbicides and mechanical removal of 
aquatic vegetation may be subject to Fish and Game Code section 1602, and the 
Department recommends that the project proponent submit a notification of lake or 
streambed alteration. 

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY Regulatory RG-9
EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

In the context of the Clean Water Act, if an exemption to the ban on pesticide 
applications in the Basin Plan is granted, the application of pesticides for this project 
will require coverage under a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permit. Pesticide applications to Lake Tahoe will likely require a site-specific 
NPDES permit from the Lahontan Regional Board. The Draft EIS/EIR should detail the 
process, necessary information, timelines, and public review process for any permit 
needed for pesticide discharges to Lake Tahoe

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

REGULATORY 
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides

AD-2

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The maximum benefit to the people of the State would not be achieved through the 
use of aquatic herbicides in Tahoe Keys. The use of herbicides would only benefit 
the few people who live or own property abutting the lagoons at the Tahoe Keys. 
These few home owners do not constitute “maximum benefit to the people of the 
State” and the privilege they have been accustomed – to be able to boat from their 
backyards into Lake Tahoe – has come at the cost of an increasing invasion of aquatic 
weeds throughout Lake Tahoe. In addition, water quality has not been adequately 
maintained at the Keys to protect existing beneficial uses.

COMMENT NOTED

REGULATORY Jurisdiction

BG-1

CSLT-
NOP_Comment 
Letter2019073020
19 7/30/2019 Ray Jarvis

Public Works Director, 
City of Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Under section 1.7 (Relationship to Land Use Plans, Policies, and Regulations) of the 
2018 Joint TRPA IEC/CEQA IS (page 7), it is stated that: “The Proposed Project is 
under the jurisdiction of the City of South Lake Tahoe and TRPA.” While the Tahoe 
Keys is within the boundary of the City of South Lake Tahoe, it is not accurate to 
state that the Proposed Project (application of approved aquatic herbicides in the 
Tahoe Keys Lagoons) is “under the jurisdiction of the City of South Lake Tahoe” 
since the City does not have authority or control over the decision to approve or 
deny the permits for control methods within the lagoons, nor does the City have 
responsibility for oversight of the proposed action. The 2018 Joint TRPA IEC/CEQA IS 
correctly notes that the following agencies and processes will be involved in the 
review and permitting of the proposed action within Lake Tahoe, a Tier III 
Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW):
- Lahontan Water Board (Basin Plan Prohibition Exemption, Section 401 Water
Quality Certification)
- California Department of Fish and Wildlife (Lake and Streambed Alteration
Agreement)
- TRPA Permit for the Methods Test
Please clarify the role of the City in this process in the forthcoming environmental 
documnet

COMMENT NOTED
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REGULATORY Non-Chemical Alternatives

AD-1b

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

An exemption to the prohibition in Lahontan Water Board’s Basin Plan on the 
discharge of pesticides in the lake, including the lagoons, requires demonstration 
that non-chemical measures have failed to effectively address a reduction in the 
weeds. Therefore, including the use of herbicides in the test and in this draft EIR/EIS 
before fully evaluating all non-chemical methods is premature, contradicts 
prohibition criteria, and opens the Lahontan Water Board up to legal challenges. ...

The only way the anti-degradation analysis could be valid is to revise the one 
proposed action alternative to test only non-chemical methods. If pesticides are used 
in the first test, without fully evaluating all other non-chemical methods, the Basin 
Plan and anti-degradation statutes will be violated. 

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY Water Quality

AD-3a
SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Second, the State has not assured that either beneficial uses have been maintained 
or that best management practices for non-point source control have been 
adequately implemented. In fact, the State (Lahontan Water Board) has continued to 
allow the City of South Lake Tahoe to discharge non-point pollutants, including 
nutrients and sediment, into the Keys exacerbating the problem and providing the 
nutrients for the explosive weed growth. Also note that the last sentence of 
paragraph (i) above precludes the State using non-attainment of uses as an excuse to 
lower water quality.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

REGULATORY
(BASIN PLAN) Planning History

BG-9 Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Has an exemption to the Basin Plan ever been approved before?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

REGULATORY
(WETLANDS, HYDROLOGY) Water Quality

BG-2

CSLT-
NOP_Comment 
Letter2019073020
19 7/30/2019 Ray Jarvis

Public Works Director, 
City of Lake Tahoe Email Letter

The claim that the Tahoe Keys lagoons provide flood associated Beneficial Use (FLD) 
is not supported in the Basin Plan Table 2.1 (Beneficial uses of Surface Waters of the 
Lahontan Region). Table 2.1 of the Basin Plan indicates Lake Tahoe and the South 
Lake Tahoe Hydrologic Area does not include FLD as a beneficial use for the Tahoe 
Keys Lagoons, nor does Lake Tahoe-Minor Surface Water subunit drainage feature 
include FLD as a beneficial use. It seems unlikely that the Tahoe Keys Main Lagoon 
or Lake Tallac Lagoon would be classified as Minor Wetlands (emergent/marshes) 
within the LAke TAhoe Hydrologic Unit, which are the only features with a FLD 
beneficial Use designation in the Basin Plan. The beneficial use listing for FLD does 
not seem relevant as the Tahoe Keys main Lagoon, marina lagoon, and Lake Tallac 
Lagoon are a source of nutrients and invasive aquatic weeds, nota  buffer that 
protects Lake Tahoe from natural surface drainage. Please ensure that the correct 
beneficial uses are considered in the analysis.

COMMENT NOTED

STAKEHOLDER PROCESS
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-12

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

 Further, we request that information on the hazards of aquatic herbicide use be 
disseminated to residents, visitors, and local businesses located within the service 
area of the Tahoe Keys drinking water intake lines.

addressed in scoping process for 
EIR/EIS

STAKEHOLDER PROCESS Public Outreach CM-1

AGAINST herbicides 
in Lake Tahoe & 
Tahoe Keys 7/24/2019 Steve Bridges Email 

We signed up for your email notification list to not miss important information and 
opportunity to comment on this subject, from the water agency I believe, and were 
provided with nothing. So far in this process we are NOT impressed and fear our 
safety and Lake Tahoe purity is in jeopardy with plans for herbicide controls. Please 
acknowledge your receipt of this input.

addressed in scoping process for 
EIR/EIS

STAKEHOLDER PROCESS Public Outreach ED-1

FW_ Tahoe Keys 
Aquatic Invasive 
Weeds Public 
Comment 6/11/2019 Evelyn Rincon Email

Hold monthly or bi-annual outreach campaigns to make residents aware of their 
impact on the lake and how they can help stop the spread of invasive species.

COMMENT NOTED

STAKEHOLDER PROCESS Public Outreach MS-1

FW_ Tahoe Keys 
Aquatic Invasive 
Weeds Public 
Workshops 6/16/2019 Gregg and Tracy Whitney Email

Will the upcoming meetings June 25, 26 and July 16 be live streamed or must 
residents attend the meetings in person?

addressed in scoping process for 
EIR/EIS

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MD-1
EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

The Draft EIS/EIR should clearly describe the treatments each test site will receive 
so impacts can be fully evaluated and the public can understand and comment on the 
project design prior to implementation. We recommend each test site be identified 
as to whether it will receive herbicide treatment ( and, if so, which herbicide and how 
compliance with the FIFRA pesticide label requirements will be assured), UV 
treatment, or both. The Group A and B site designations identified in the NOP are not 
meaningful without this information. Also, three Group A Single Method sites (#10-
12) in Lake Tallac are in close proximity which, if receiving different treatments, may 
result in interference and potentially compromise test results. 

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis

AD-3b

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Third, the State has not proposed a range of alternatives or an analysis of 
alternatives and has instead leaped directly and immediately into the use of 
pesticides.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis
AA-1 Comment_SCC_Key

sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Will control methods be analyzed in combination?  They should be.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis
AA-12

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts What is the difference between Groups A & B?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis

AA-19
SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070219 6/25/2019 Stations

will you have long-term (Group B) control measures in place to carry forward the 
successes of the Group A measures. The Group B measures are considered to be 
sustainable and known to be effective, so they should be ready to carry on.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis

AA-34

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Project proponents need to better define specific “success criteria” for year one in 
the UV and herbicide applications and for year two follow-up of these applications. 
These criteria could be different from year one to year two but should help 
demonstrate the overall goal of being able to minimize herbicide use, manage the 
aquatic invasive plants with non-chemical methods, and stop the use of aquatic 
plant harvesters all together

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis

AA-38

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Include an alternative that allows testing of herbicides conditioned on deployment 
of non-herbicide methods first, and, if, and only if, performance criteria is not met, 
then herbicides may be tested. So, Group B treatments (plus fill and dredging 
methods) would be deployed first, followed by an evaluation and, if after monitoring 
and analysis these methods did not meet the project criteria, then herbicides would 
be deployed. This alternative if thoroughly described and evaluated in the EIR/EIS 
could support a tiered permit or two permitting actions by the Water Board. The 
Water Board could easily permit the first portion of the project implementation - no 
use of aquatic herbicides. Then if the findings and conclusions support the need for 
herbicide use, the Water Board could permit the herbicide use subsequently, based 
on the environmental analysis of the EIR/EIS, the results of the non-chemical 
methods, and the prohibition exemption findings being met.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis
BG-5

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter What is the desired result from weed control methods?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis
BG-13

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Why is the goal 75% biomass reduction?  Why is it not 100%?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis EA-1

KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

Sites 10, 11 and 12 in Lake Tallac seem like they should be spaced further apart so 
they do not interfere with each other.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis EA-13c

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Observations of plant growth and plant species identification must occur following 
the treatment at least three times each season at each test location

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis EA-15

KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

A third year of this testing phase would likely provide better information for 
informing the long term plan as we would have a better understanding of whether or 
not the maintenance of the infestation with non-chemical methods only is effective. 
Just one year of monitoring may not provide enough info to know effectiveness of 
the long term maintenance (e.g. the infestation could come back stronger year 3 
after treatment).

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis

EA-16
KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

For the combo test, should test a complete UV/herbicide overlap. Basically, use 
herbicide in the entire channel and then go over it with UV too in the same year. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis EA-17
SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070222 6/25/2019 Stations

can we control in the analysis of methods for potential disruption/ reinfestation 
that may occur during the course of testing?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis HB-19
STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 8/2/2019 Eric Gillies

California State Lands 
Commission Email Letter

For use of aquatic herbicides, the Project Description must provide clear details for 
how the treatment sites will be contained to prevent leaching into unintended 
locations within the Tahoe Keys. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis HB-23

KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

Need to define specific “success criteria” for year one (UV/herbicide application) 
and for year two follow-up. These criteria could be different from year one to year 
two but should help demonstrate the overall goal of being able to minimize herbicide 
use, manage with non-chemical methods and stop the use of harvesters all together.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MD-9
2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

For the combination test, the League supports testing UV in the center of the test 
area, with herbicides applied along the edges of the test area, including docks, as 
currently proposed; however, the League would also like to see a test of these two 
methods used in conjunction, overlapping over the same area. The application would 
involve applying herbicides in the entire channel and then applying UV light over the 
same area later in the year, and then comparing the long-term success of this 
approach against only UV and only herbicides.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MGT-1
EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

Given the adaptive nature of the proposed project ( e.g., Group B techniques will be 
selected based on effectiveness of Group A treatments), we suggest that the project 
proponent develop and implement a rigorous adaptive management program for 
this project.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MD-10
STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 8/2/2019 Eric Gillies

California State Lands 
Commission Email Letter

Within the Tahoe Keys, given the past presence of aquatic plants (including the target 
species) within and near the bulkhead channel connecting to Lake Tahoe, 
Commission staff encourages the lead agencies to consider an alternative for 
treatment site testing for this area, with the exception of aquatic herbicide 
treatment. This area should be considered for treatment testing, given the direct 
connection to Lake Tahoe.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MD-3
EPA scoping 
comments Methodology Jacques Landy EPA Email

The lead agencies should ensure the variables in the experiments are limited and 
carefully controlled to optimize the potential to determine which factor is 
responsible for success in any given location

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MD-4
EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

Other project elements that should be considered include the relatively abbreviated 
duration of the proposed study, which may preclude a rigorous evaluation of 
weed re-infestation. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MD-5
2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Additionally, adding a second year of testing (year three) would likely better inform 
the long-term management plan as agencies could better assess the effectiveness of 
non-chemical methods in maintaining the aquatic invasive plant infestations. Just one 
year of monitoring may not provide enough information to fully assess the 
effectiveness of long-term maintenance with just non-chemical methods. The 
infestation, for example, could potentially come back stronger after year two.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis
WE-1 Comment_SCC_Key

sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart What control work can happen this summer?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis
WE-5

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

There are several other general topics that should be addressed in analysis: Options 
for biomass removal after treatment of matured plants

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Boating
AA-33c EPA scoping 

comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email
We recommend requiring use of the boat backup stations during the project, and 
that their effectiveness be monitored and evaluated.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Boating HB-7a

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We request that vessels be restricted to areas outside of the treatment and 
control sites to isolate the effects of the treatment methods.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides MD-2

EPA scoping 
comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

The Draft EIS/EIR should identify the frequency and duration of herbicide use (e.g., 
whether or not herbicides will be used after the first year of Group A treatments). 
The document should clearly identify how many herbicides will be used; we note that 
the NOP attachment states that three aquatic herbicides have been identified for use, 
but footnote 4 on page 4 of the application lists four herbicides.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides

AA-39

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Include an alternative where herbicides are tested but are limited to fewer test sites 
or reduced area of treatment while preserving statistical quality needs. Reduce 
herbicide treatment area by 50% or more - instead of 28.96 acres, treat 10 acres, as 
an example. Consider testing herbicides in areas easiest to control so as to prevent 
herbicide escaping to larger areas of the lagoons or to Lake Tahoe. Could 18 test sites 
still be tested but the overall area and total herbicide volume be limited to reduce 
potential adverse impacts?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides EA-13a

Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

 Monitoring must include a careful plan and detailed description of how herbicides 
will be stored, transported and metered into each test site. Monitoring of water 
quality in and surrounding the test areas must be done before, during and following 
treatment. Prior to deploying the weed control methods,monitoring water 
temperature, solar radiation, and occurrence of plant growth must be done early 
enough each year and weekly to determine the optimal time to begin weed control 
methods. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-3

SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070226 6/25/2019 Stations

tailor the application of herbicides to the minimum dose required to meet objectives
considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-6a

NO to use of 
herbicides at Tahoe 
Keys 7/12/2019 Robert Goldman Email

But, don’t make things even worse by putting herbicides in the lake. Can they not 
be removed by hand?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-7

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We have concerns regarding the containment of aquatic herbicides within the 
treatment areas and the control of variables due to boat use in the Tahoe Keys. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-7b

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

 We further suggest that smaller scale studies be conducted first to test the 
effectiveness of isolation methods such as turbidity curtains.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-8a

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We request that herbicides which have a higher likelihood of negatively impacting 
non-target species, the nearshore environment, and water quality NOT be used in 
the methods test.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-12

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We share concerns for public health and safety due to the application of aquatic 
herbicides. We request exclusion zones for non-use be established in treatment 
areas. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-17

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Regarding the newly proposed herbicide, ProcellaCOR, the League has some 
concerns that Lake Tahoe might not be the best place to test an herbicide that has 
not yet been approved for California or applied in other areas in California. If there 
are no significant benefits in efficacy from ProcellaCOR over the other selected 
herbicides, then the Project should focus on the other herbicides instead.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-22

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Then there are the adjuvants associated with herbicide use. These are chemicals or 
compounds that are added, or already included, to the herbicide formulation to 
facilitate the mixing, application, or effectiveness of the herbicide. According to The 
Nature Conservancy’s Weed Control Methods Handbook (Tu et al., June, 2013), 
“adjuvants are chemically and biologically active (NOT chemically inert) compounds. 
They produce pronounced effects in plants and animals, and some adjuvants have 
the potential to be mobile and pollute surface or groundwater sources. Be especially 
aware of the use of adjuvants near water, as adverse effects may occur in some 
aquatic species (Parr 1982). The Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) of most 
adjuvants will list materials that are incompatible with the adjuvant, conditions in 
which they should not be used, and some toxicological information (LC50 or LD50s), 
but this information is usually not as complete as that found on herbicide labels and 
MSDSs.” (https://www.invasive.org/gist/products/handbook/21.Adjuvants.pdf)

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-32

Comment on 
TKPOA Aquatic 
Weeds Control Plan 8/1/2019 Pablo Ortega Email herbicide use should be done LAST, LAST,LAST – if ever.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-34

KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

Does it make sense to test different concentrations of herbicides? Seems like the 
recommendation is for concentrations far below the maximum allowed (a good 
thing) but we also want to make sure that it really knocks it back that first year.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-35

R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

Please consider as a selection criterion the impact of herbicide use on the perception 
of Lake Tahoe as one of the cleanest lakes in the country, and how that may affect 
the value of services and properties around Lake Tahoe

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-35

S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

Please consider as a selection criterion the impact of herbicide use on the perception 
of Lake Tahoe as one of the cleanest lakes in the country, and how that may affect 
the value of services and properties around Lake Tahoe

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-40

FW_ Tahoe Keys 
Aquatic Invasive 
Weeds Public 
Comment 6/11/2019 Evelyn Rincon Email

Consider decreasing amounts the EPA and DPR limits on herbicide amounts since 
the current EPA has lowered many of its environmental standards. The use of 
chemicals near the lake should be entirely banned to truly clean up the lake but, but 
getting close to zero pollutants is ideal.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-41

TKPOAK.Beachscop
inhgmtg.signin.com
ment.pdf 7/16/2019 Comment Card

Please take into consideration the opinion shown in the petition from the 2017 
round of projcet deescription, including the revoking of Resolution R6-2011-0102 
and the use of herbicdes or any toxic chemicals in the tahoe keys lagoons or any 
part of Lake Tahoe be prohibited. 3,359 change.org supporters and 100+ signatures 
from 20176 South Lake Tahoe Earth Day

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-42

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts How long do herbicides remain in the water before you could remove barriers?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-44

R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

The proposed herbicide ProcellaCOR’s active ingredient Florpyrauxifen-benzyl is not 
registered by the California Department of Pesticide Regulation as of this day, August 
2, 20192. The inclusion of this pesticide in the Test Project Description, page 4, 
footnote 4, shows the intention of the Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association to 
continue their focus of chemicals being the only option. The TKPOA first applied to 
use herbicide to treat aquatic weeds in 1995, the application was denied, several 
mesocosm studies were done using plants and water from the Tahoe Keys Lagoons, 
including the most recent 2016 mesocosm study. The 2016 mesocosm study included 
the un-registered pesticide ProcellaCOR, which did not receive U.S. EPA registration 
until February 27, 2018. Please answer the following question: If the TKPOA was not 
invested in the use of herbicides why would they participate in pesticide 
development studies, continue to request the use of chemicals for 24 years, and 
practice non-effective harvesting with inefficient fragment control (Figure 1)?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-44

S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

The proposed herbicide ProcellaCOR’s active ingredient Florpyrauxifen-benzyl is not 
registered by the California Department of Pesticide Regulation as of this day, August 
2, 20192. The inclusion of this pesticide in the Test Project Description, page 4, 
footnote 4, shows the intention of the Tahoe Keys Property Owners Association to 
continue their focus of chemicals being the only option. The TKPOA first applied to 
use herbicide to treat aquatic weeds in 1995, the application was denied, several 
mesocosm studies were done using plants and water from the Tahoe Keys Lagoons, 
including the most recent 2016 mesocosm study. The 2016 mesocosm study included 
the un-registered pesticide ProcellaCOR, which did not receive U.S. EPA registration 
until February 27, 2018. Please answer the following question: If the TKPOA was not 
invested in the use of herbicides why would they participate in pesticide 
development studies, continue to request the use of chemicals for 24 years, and 
practice non-effective harvesting with inefficient fragment control (Figure 1)?

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides MD-6

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

With regards to testing the aquatic herbicides, the League suggests testing different 
concentrations of the herbicides, in various combinations. The recommendation in 
the current Project description is for concentrations far below the maximum allowed, 
which is certainly a benefit to water quality and native aquatic life, but it is also 
important to ensure that a single application of the herbicides (if permitted for the 
Tahoe Keys) is enough to control the aquatic invasive plants to an extent that non-
chemical methods are effective from there on out in maintaining the plants at an 
acceptable population level.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives HB-38

KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

Need way more detail on year two non-chemical methods that will be used (what 
combos and in what sites or based on what criteria for selection of tools). If the goal 
is to have a long term plan that can rely on non-chemical methods for maintenance 
then we need to test as many of those combos in year 2 (and hopefully year 3) as 
possible so  can know what can be handled by those methods (along with costs).

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AD-1

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The testing should first fully evaluate the effectiveness of all non-chemical methods 
and options in the lagoons before employment of herbicides ... Evaluations and 
testing should include all the various non-chemical methods discussed at the two 
workshops, including, but not limited to, UV, laminar flow with and without enzymes, 
floating island wetlands, water circulation and aeration sprayers (such as those 
installed after the Keys were built but abandoned over 30 years ago), volunteer 
divers, bottom barriers combined with UV and/or citric acid and warm water under 
the barrier to kills the seeds, reducing nutrient loading from the 169 storm water 
inlets that drain into the Keys, closing off the Keys and draining it when lake levels 
are low, deepening the channels, and filling in the channels to make marsh habitat. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives UV-1 Notes_KeysWeedsP

ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts

Do a cost analysis of implementing hand pulling and UV light NOW, versus waiting 
for this analysis and the eventual long term management plan.  If it is going to take 5-
10 years to implement a long term IMP, start now with other methods.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives HB-4
TKPOA.scoping.co
mments.6.25.19 6/25/2019 Lauri Kemper Scoping Meeting Comment Card

Include the following alternatives: one that does not include herbicide use, one with 
very little herbicide use, one that includes filling in the areas of lagoon with greatest 
densities of weeds, dredging, fill to cover mucks but still have navigable water, 
tiered/conditional program with nonchemical methods followed by herbicide if 
necessary.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-5

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Analyze the use of bottom barriers, combined with pumping warm water and 
acetic acid under them to kill turions.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-10a

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Combine all non-herbicide treatment methods with aeration and circulation to 
best understand what works and how long it would take to manage the problem 
without herbicides.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-29

Support non-toxic 
control of Eurasian 
milfoil 7/15/2019 Stephen Alastuey Email

I urge you to prioritize these options to control Eurasian water milfoil:
- Hand pulling and light impermeable bottom barriers.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-30

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

The Tahoe Water Suppliers Association (TWSA) remains in support of the exploration 
of non-chemical AIS controls at Lake Tahoe such as: diver suction, hand-pulling, 
weed dock rollers and UVC light methodology for aquatic weed controls.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-31

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

In this scoping process, we would ask that one of the alternatives be a ‘non-chemical 
methods only’ alternative

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-33b EPA scoping 

comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

With respect to minimizing aquatic weed dispersal, EPA supports use of the suite of 
proposed methods listed in the NOP (bubble curtains-with or without bottom 
barriers, Sea Bins, and boat backup stations). 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-37
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

Include a project EIR/EIS alternative that relies on only non-herbicide weed control 
methods on a larger scale or the scale of the Group A test sites (e.g. bottom 
barriers, large and small scale dredging, diver assisted suction and weed pulling, fill 
of clean sands/gravels, and UV light). 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-42
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Weed 
Mgt NOP 8/2/2019 Lauri Kemper Email Letter

All EIR/EIS alternatives should include the additional measures identified in the 
application to improve water circulation, water quality, and sediment deposition 
quantities and quality, as well as the testing of the three methods to control and 
capture weed fragments.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-45
SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The only alternative proposed besides the no action alternative is to test with the use 
of pesticides. This alternative should be revised to test with only non-chemical 
methods to determine the efficacy of all methods discussed during the workshops 
and any proposed during the comment period for this NOP. Any use of pesticides 
before fully evaluating the effectiveness of all non-chemical methods would be in 
violation of Federal and State anti-degradation laws as well as Lahontan Water 
Board’s Basin Plan prohibition criteria on pesticide use in Lake Tahoe.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-52
R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

The full vetting of all feasible non-chemical methods including pilot testing in the 
Tahoe Keys Lagoons.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives

AA-52
S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

The full vetting of all feasible non-chemical methods including pilot testing in the 
Tahoe Keys Lagoons.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives FN-3
SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070232 6/25/2019 Stations

explain why it would not be more cost-effective to simply begin hand-pulling now 
(a known effective method) rather than going forward with this lengthy study 
program and EIR/EIS

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives HB-18a
2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

 The environmental analysis should also focus on the long-term goal of eliminating 
harvesters as a maintenance method, as evidence continues to show that this 
method only leads to the spread of aquatic invasive plants from the Tahoe Keys to 
Lake Tahoe.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Non-Chemical Alternatives MT-1

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

An explanation of the reasoning behind the removal of the bladder dam mitigation 
is requested.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives

UV-2
Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

TWSA asks that non-chemical controls be considered 1st - are there already permits 
in place to test UV light?  There is apparently a method to use UV light under and 
around docks and piers by using rollers.  It is important to test UV early in the season 
as well for the same reasons it is desirable to test other methods early.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results
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TEST PROTOCOL

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives UV-3 Comment on 

TKPOA Aquatic 
Weeds Control Plan 8/1/2019 Pablo Ortega Email incentivize the UV light boat development to cover larger area

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives UV-5

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts How can UV light be used effectively in the Keys, around docks, etc.  

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives UV-7 SCOPING MEETING 

NOTES_jp 070227 6/25/2019 Stations
UV light is developed to the extent that it could succeed in being employed in the 
margins of the test sites and not just in the center.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives UV-10

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

The use of UV light is preferred to the use of herbicides for rapid knockback.  The 
proprietor of the UV boat is developing arms that can reach under docks and piers.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL

Non-Chemical 
Alternatives

UV-11 Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Analyze the use of several UV light boats to achieve rapid knockback (not just one 
boat).

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Protection MS-2
CEQA Scoping 
Comments 8/1/2019 Brady Hodge Email

Lake Tahoe, and in particular Tahoe Keys where the problem is most abundant and 
concentrated, should receive utmost priority in the elimination and control of 
harmful aquatic weeds

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Protection

RA-4 CEQA Scoping 
Comments 8/1/2019 Brady Hodge Email

Lake Tahoe's designation as a Tier Three, Outstanding National Resource Water 
requires and justifies extra diligence and care to ensure minimization and 
elimination of risks associated with actions proposed to be taken.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Public Outreach
AA-33a EPA scoping 

comments 7/29/2019 Jacques Landy EPA Email

The Draft EIS/EIR should identify how the ... the public will be notified of conditions 
and restricted from accessing and recreating in treatment sites during and after the 
proposed project. 

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Water Quality WQ-11
Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart

Are there long-term water quality improvement methods in place now?  Would like 
these implemented asap before other control methods are considered.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Water Quality WQ-3
STATE OF 
CALIFORNIA 8/2/2019 Eric Gillies

California State Lands 
Commission Email Letter

Water quality monitoring should be conducted surrounding treatment sites to 
ensure containment and to detect leaching outside of treatment sites. Additional 
monitoring should also be conducted at the navigation channel entrance to Lake 
Tahoe to ensure no impact to the lake.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Water Quality WQ-4

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

We believe this test and entire effort need to be directed at the source of the 
problem--the water conditions that encourage invasive weed growth, if not the 
presence of the Tahoe Keys lagoons themselves. Any effort that addresses the 
presence of weeds without addressing the conditions that create them is doomed to 
be never-ending and likely a failure.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL Alternatives Analysis MD-8
2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Also related to research design, Site 9 appears rather large compared to all other 
sites and could seemingly be much smaller and still meet all site selection criteria. At 
the current size there is no “control site” that matches up well with Site 9 and it 
seems like it could be influenced by the open water channels more so than other 
sites sited at dead-end lagoons.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL 
(SEE SAME COMMENT ABOVE) Alternatives Analysis MD-7

2019.08.01 LTSLT 
Comments 8/1/2019 Zack Bradford

Senior Science Policy 
Analyst, League to Save 
Lake Tahoe Email Letter

In terms of research design, particularly with regards to the layout of sites for testing 
different methods, Sites 10, 11 and 12 in Lake Tallac appear to be within too close 
of proximity to each other. The League suggests that for assessing isolated 
effectiveness of the methods being explored, these sites be spaced further apart so 
they do not interfere with each other during testing.

considered in design of test methods 
and in analysis of test results

TEST PROTOCOL
(OPPOSE HERBICIDES)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-1 FW_ input 6/24/2019 Andy Engelhardt Email

I am against the use of herbicides or any chemicals to try to kill the weeds in the 
Keys or any part of Lake Tahoe...I fully support all other methods.

COMMENT NOTED

TEST PROTOCOL
(OPPOSE HERBICIDES)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-5

re use of herbicides 
in Tahoe Keys 7/10/2019 Kathryn Bricker Email

I strongly oppose the use of herbicides in dealing w aquatic invasive species in 
Tahoe Keys.  Approval of this method will cost TRPA and other parties all credibility 
for protecting the environment.  Lines should be clearly drawn against this practice.

COMMENT NOTED

TEST PROTOCOL
(OPPOSE HERBICIDES)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-13

AGAINST herbicides 
in Lake Tahoe & 
Tahoe Keys 7/24/2019 Steve Bridges Email

we are adamently AGAINST herbicides in Tahoe Keys to control the weeds. Our 
daughter and her family rent a house in Tahoe Keys and we are equally concerned 
about her family's health and safety using herbicides as proposed.Lake Tahoe being a 
Tier
3 clean and pure body of water should NOT be riddled with experiments involving 
poisons and toxic substances being poured in to it. Do your job as sensible regulators 
and seek other methods for the weed eradication instead of toxic weed killer!

COMMENT NOTED

TEST PROTOCOL
(OPPOSE HERBICIDES)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-33

R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

I strongly oppose the use of chemical methods to control aquatic plant species, at 
any time, in the Tahoe Keys Lagoons or any waters of Lake Tahoe.

COMMENT NOTED

TEST PROTOCOL
(OPPOSE HERBICIDES)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-33

S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

I strongly oppose the use of chemical methods to control aquatic plant species, at 
any time, in the Tahoe Keys Lagoons or any waters of Lake Tahoe.

COMMENT NOTED

TEST PROTOCOL
(OPPOSE HERBICIDES)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-43

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

The Tahoe Area Group and Toiyabe Chapter believe no pesticides, including 
herbicides, should ever be allowed to be used in an Outstanding National Resource 
Water. Such use is inconsistent with the ONRW designation, which requires the 
highest level of protection. Further, we are concerned that because the lagoons are 
connected to the Lake, and the lagoons are the source of the weeds, such use would 
inevitably lead to herbicide use throughout the Lake.

COMMENT NOTED
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TEST PROTOCOL
(SEE LETTER FOR BACKGROUND)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-28

SierraClub_TahoeK
eysWeeds_NOPco
mments_FINAL_08
0219 8/2/2019

Carolyn Willette and Anne 
Macquarie

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area 
Group and Toiyabe 
Chapter Email Letter

Furthermore, the MSDS for Endothall states it should not be used on more than 0.5 
acres, while the proposal is to test it in a much larger area than ½ acre of the Keys 
according to NOP map page 8, Figure 1, Map of Proposed Treatment Sites and 
description of treatment methods for test, and page 4 Project Description Group A 
and B. Also, National Pesticide Information Center notes that Endothall is toxic to 
fish, which are already impaired in the Keys.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

TEST PROTOCOL
(SEE SAME COMMENT ABOVE)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-36

KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

While the new herbicide (ProcellaCOR) seems promising, not sure  Lake Tahoe is the 
best place to test a new herbicide in California for the first time. If ProcellaCOR is 
included then a lot more information is needed on the herbicide and some test cases 
on where it has been used before effectively.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

TEST PROTOCOL
(SEE SAME COMMENT ABOVE)

Chemical 
Alternatives/Herbicides HB-37

KTB Scoping 
Comments on 
Tahoe Keys Project 
Description 7/2/2019 Jessee Patternson Keep Tahoe Blue Email

Are there any case studies from other locations that have shown successful 
transition from herbicide to non-chemical methods for maintenance over the long 
term?  If Tahoe is the first attempt at this approach then that point should be 
highlighted often in the project proposal. It should also be mentioned that the goal is 
to stop using harvesters (so it will stop making the Lakewide problem worse).

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

TRASH Trash

AA-28

FW_ Tahoe Keys 
Aquatic Invasive 
Weeds Public 
Comment 6/11/2019 Evelyn Rincon Email

Create an environmentally-safe barrier that captures trash blowing from boats, 
decks, and lawns around the Tahoe Keys development.

to be considered in long-term 
management program following 
testing

WATER CIRCULATION Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-9

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Look at existing circulation plant infrastructure to see if the pipes and pumps can be 
cleaned and re-employed to circulate the water in the Keys.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER CIRCULATION Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-10

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts Aeration and circulation need to be included in the tests.  

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER CIRCULATION Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-16

Comments_KeysW
eedsPubliceWorksh
op_7-16-19 7/16/2019 Flipcharts

Can sprayers/fountains/sprinklers be used in shallow waters to cool the area and 
improve circulation?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER CIRCULATION Non-Chemical Alternatives
AA-26 Comment_SCC_Key

sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart
Is there an additional water circulation system being evaluated for the Keys with a 
greater density of diffusers?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER CIRCULATION Non-Chemical Alternatives

BG-4
CSLT-
NOP_Comment 
Letter2019073020
19 7/30/2019 Ray Jarvis

Public Works Director, 
City of Lake Tahoe Email Letter

Clean Up and Abatement Order No. 6-99-08 required TKPOA to abate future 
violations of effluent limitations for aluminum associated with operation of the 
1970s Water Quality Control System. For the purpose of providing a complete and 
full background of past attempts to manage water quality in the Tahoe Keys, it is 
important to inform the public and decision makers that the TKPOA has not used the 
system to circulate water since the summer of 2001 and has not operated the 
treatment plant since 19981, which is not discussed in the 2018 Joint TRPA 
IEC/CEQA IS. 

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER CIRCULATION Regulatory
EA-20 Comment_SCC_Key

sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart
Will information from previous WDRs requiring the circulation system in the Keys 
be included in the analysis?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER CIRCULATION Regulatory WQ-12
Comment_SCC_Key
sWeeds_6-27-19 6/27/2019 SCC Flipchart Have filters been installed on pipes emptying into the lake in the Keys and SLT?

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER QUALITY Water Quality WQ-14

Tahoe Keys 
Governing Board 
July Minutes 7/24/2019 Shelley Aldean TRPA Governing Board Governing Board Comments

Geese are no longer migratory and are permanent residents of the Tahoe 
Basin and are contributing a lot of organic material to the Keys and Lake 
Tahoe. She suggested that it be analyzed in the environmental document. 

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply WQ-8

Notes_KeysWeedsP
ublicWorkshop_6-
25-19 6/25/2019 Flipcharts How will herbicides impact drinking water?  

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply HB-11

Public comment 
regarding Tahoe 
Keys Weeds 6/27/2019 Kirt Willard Tahoe Keys Resident Email

No water may be drawn from Lake Tahoe by water companies.  This will allow the 
use of herbicides that are used throughout the country and the state to irradiate the 
weeds.  This will also avoid possible litigation from the purveyors.  This will also help 
during periods of drought.

COMMENT NOTED

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply HB-12a

NTRT Comment 
Letter_Aquatic 
Weed Control 7/17/2019 Meredith Gosejohan

Tahoe Program Manager, 
Nevado Tahoe Resource 
Team Emailed Letter 

We would like to see drinking water intake lines be protected and monitored for 
potential effects to human health.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply HB-16
CEQA Scoping 
Comments 8/1/2019 Brady Hodge Email

Due to close proximity to lagoons needing treatment at Tahoe Keys of the three (3) 
deep water wells that provide untreated drinking water for the 1,500 residences 
and businesses of Tahoe Keys, and persons and pets swimming and/or otherwise 
coming into direct contact with lagoon waters, use of herbicides to control the 
weeds should be used only as a last resort after all other non-chemical eradication 
methods have been tested and/or utilized.  The three Tahoe Keys water wells are 
directly adjacent to the lagoons needing treatment and with the very sandy, porous 
soil in the area in my opinion could be in danger of contamination by toxic herbicides 
proposed to be used as treatment.  

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply HB-15

Revised_edited 
public comment, 
Keys Weeds 7/24/2019 Steve Bridges Email

Revise previous commitment to say: As Jameson Beach residents, whom for many 
years now have obtained our potable and drinking water untreated and directly 
from Lake Tahoe, immediately next to Tahoe Keys we are adamently AGAINST 
herbicides in Tahoe Keys to control the weeds. Our daughter and her family rent a 
house in Tahoe Keys and we are equally concerned about her family's health and 
safety using herbicides as proposed.

COMMENT NOTED

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply

RA-3

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

We also ask for some analysis of the question “What are the potential impacts to 
customer confidence in the DRINK TAHOE TAP ® brand, from the various control 
methods?”

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS
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WATER SUPPLY Water Supply WQ-6

R. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Robert Vidra Email

Prioritization of drinking water as a beneficial use of water over all other uses. Lake 
Tahoe’s status as an Outstanding National Resource Water – Tier III has provided 
multiple communities the privilege of filtration exempt potable water systems, and 
protecting these two beneficial uses of Lake Tahoe, should be the primary 
consideration for the Test.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply WQ-6

S. Vidra NOP 
Scoping Comments 
08022019 8/2/2019 Sarah Vidra Email

Prioritization of drinking water as a beneficial use of water over all other uses. Lake 
Tahoe’s status as an Outstanding National Resource Water – Tier III has provided 
multiple communities the privilege of filtration exempt potable water systems, and 
protecting these two beneficial uses of Lake Tahoe, should be the primary 
consideration for the Test.

considered in review and selection of 
alternatives

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply WQ-10
SCOPING MEETING 
NOTES_jp 070229 6/25/2019 Stations

Address the effects on drinking water of herbicides, with specific attention to the 
potential for herbicides/degradants to enter potable supplies

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS

WATER SUPPLY Water Supply WQ-13

TWSA Comment on 
TKPOA Project 
Scoping Notice 7 16 
19 7/16/2019

Madonna Dunbar & Suzi 
Gibbons

Tahoe Water Suppliers 
Association Emailed Letter 

TWSA requests a detailed analysis of the potential impacts of herbicides on drinking 
water supply.

addressed in environmental analysis 
for EIR/EIS
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